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MINUTES /REPORT ON MEETING

1.

Introduction:
Prof. LuYu, Chairman welcomed the members and participants for the
spring meeting of IAA Commission III and presented the Agenda
proposed for discussion.

2.

Action Items from Beijing Meeting:
It was noted that these will be covered during the forthcoming
presentations.

3.

Composition of Commission III:
The current composition of Commission III (2013-15) was displayed
(Annexure-1)
It was noted that Prof. Bruno (Italy) has communicated his desire to be
relieved from Commission III Membership due to his inability to participate
in the meetings.
Prof. G Genta from Italy is being proposed as a replacement member in
place of C. Bruno in Commission III.

4.

Status of Studies in Progress:

4.1

SG 3.9

Private
Human
Sub-Orbital

Access

to

Space

–

Vol-I

:

It was noted that this Study Report is in final shape awaiting SAC
approval after review process. An overview of the Study Report contents
was presented to Commission III (Annexure-2)
The Report contains nine salient recommendations for way forward.
There are four specific actions suggested for furthering this activity by
IAA.
Commission III appreciated the work done by the Study Group members
in comprehensively addressing this topic and bringing out a very useful
report of high quality and content.

4.2 SG 3.14 Private Human Access to Space – Vol-II:
Orbital
The status of this Study was briefed to the Commission (Annexure-3)
The presentation covered the current Membership of the Study Group, the
Summary status of five Analysis phases and the progress made since the
last review at Beijing.
It was noted that the final Report is targeted for release by October 2015.
The Report will address the global market for Private Human Orbital
Missions both in near term (<10 years) and far term (10 to 50 years).
4.3

SG 3.15

Long Term Space Propellant Depot

The progress made on this study was presented (Annexure-4). It was
noted that the Study Group has been active since September 2012 (IAC
Naples) and after the fourth meeting held during IAC Beijing in Sept.
2013, a 45 page preliminary report has been finalised and a brief
presentation of the Study was made in the IAA/ISE conference held at
Washington in January 2014.
The Study Report will contain three parts addressing Feasibility and
Mission, Technology and Programmatic Implementation respectively.
The content and sub headings of each of these parts have been identified.
It is projected that the first decade upto year 2022 will be devoted to
technology demonstration and these depots are expected to be
operational by 2035.
The Study Report which will provide specific recommendations and way
forward in this new technology area will be available in first draft version
by October 2014 during IAC meeting at Toronto.
4.4

SG 3.16

Global Human Mission to Mars:

The progress made by SG 3.16 was presented by Prof. Genta (Annexure5). It was noted that fourth meeting of the Study Group was held during
IAC at Beijing in September ’13. A white cosmic study report of about 25
pages
was prepared for Heads of Space Agencies Summit at
Washington in January 2014 and was presented at IAA Space
Exploration Conference held there.

The Study recommends defining an International Mars reference mission
to agree upon a technical baseline and technological options specifically
addressing the propulsion system choice.
The study group also
envisages setting up of a Human Spaceflight Virtual Institute by IAA to
foster exploitation of existing technologies, facilities and know-how
available worldwide.
The full report of this study will take some more time to get ready.
4.5

SG 3.17

Space Mineral Resources – Challenges &
Opportunities:

The update on the status of this study was presented to Commission by
Prof. Art Dula. He briefed the members on the preliminary findings and
recommendation brought out in January ’14 for Heads of Space Agencies
meet, by this Study Group (Annexure-6).
It was noted that the Study Group has completed phase-I of Cosmic Study
in this exciting area. The final report is expected to be available for
Commission III comments by July ’14 and Peer review to be organised by
IAA. The Study report may be published by end 2014.
4.6

SG 3.18

International Protocol to Handle Crisis/
Emergency to Astronauts in LEO

The progress made as brought out in the preliminary Cosmic
Study report presented at IAA Conference during Heads of
Space Agencies meet in January 2014, was briefed to the
Commission (Annexure-7).
The report has outlined the scope of study and the broad contents of each
section addressing various aspects of evolving such a mechanisam viz.
•
•
•
•
•

Need for a protocol
Possible Crisis/emergency scenario
Rescue options and technological challenges
Current international treaties in this domain
Various Impediments to be overcome in working out a
protocol as proposed
• Conclusions and way forward

The Study suggests evolving of international standards for crewed space
vehicles and setting up of an international mechanism under the aegis of
United Nations, in line with IMO for maritime rescue as the immediate
steps to take forward the proposed protocol for crew rescue from Space.
The study will be progressed further with a target to release the Study
report by end 2015.
4.7

SG 3.19

Astronaut Standardised Career Radiation
Dose limiting in LEO and BLEO

The status of this study was presented by Ms. Makenna Lawlor as
Chairperson of SG 3.19/1.10 (Annexure-8).
The preliminary phase-I study is essentially complete. After the Heads of
Space Agencies meeting in January ’14, additional members from Czech
republic, Sweden and USA are joining this Study Group.
Further programme during 2014/15 envisages
• Development of improved models and technologies relevant to
be support of Human Space Exploration
• Coordinate international efforts in biological effects of space
radiation
• Assess radiation standards adopted by various space
agencies
It was noted that the SG proposes to identify three sub-groups
to focus an energetic
particle
modelling, space biology
development of Human Space Awareness System respectively.
4.8

SG 3.20

and

Implementing Planetary Protection during
Human Space Exploration:

It was noted that this Study being chaired by Ms. Conley has evolved the
first draft report. There was no presentation on the status from this Study
Group.
4.9

SG 3.21

Space Disposal of Radioactive Waste :

The progress made on this Study was presented to the Commission
(Annedxure-9) by Mr. Ventskovsky Oleg.

It was noted that this Study proposed and steered by Ukraine is making
progress. The SG contains members from Ukraine, Japan and Europe.
Additional participants from USA, Russia, China and India are solicited.
The overall objective of this study addressing several crucial aspects and
issues of implementing such a disposal scheme was outlined.
With respect to status, it was noted that Study Group is in place and
meetings have taken place. Working materials on a number of Report
sections related to rocket-technology aspects have been prepared.
Internet web-site for the SG 3.21 is created for information sharing.

5.

Space Elevator Permanent Committee (SEPC)
within Commission III – Proposal:
The above proposal to carry forward the completed Study on Space
Elevators Technical Feasibility by SG 3.13 was discussed
by
Commission III.
The objectives of the Permanent Committee on SE were presented to the
Commission (Annexure -10).
The SEPC team proposed which has both IAA members and other nonmember experts from various countries across the world was reviewed
and accepted by Commission.
It was noted that an informal meeting of SEPC is planned during Space
Elevator Conference at Seattle, USA in August ’14. First official meeting
after formal constitution by IAA will take place during IAC, Toranto in
September ’14.

6.

Debrief from Heads of Space Agencies Summit:
A brief presentation was made to Commission III on the IAA initiatives on
Global Cooperation in Human Spaceflight and the work carried out by
Study team under Human Spaceflight Coordination Group (HSFCG) of
IAA (Annexure-11).

It was recalled that at the HOA summit held in 2010, eight
recommendations were included in the IAA 2010 summit declaration and
three of them were identified as of immediate priority.
Subsequently HSFCG was set up by IAA which coordinated twelve Study
teams on specific topics towards fostering global cooperation in Human
Space flight endeavour. Phase-I study reports are available based on
which 12 concrete proposals have been sent to all Space Agencies
inviting their support. The proposals include work on space based Solar
Power Systems and setting-up of an International Human Space Flight
Virtual Institute of life sciences.
Feed back and further directive from IAA on progressing the twelve
studies is awaited.
7.

Proposals for new Study Groups :
The Commission noted that two new study proposals under IAA
Commission III have been initiated.
SG 3.22 : Next generation Space System Development
basing on On-orbit servicing concept
This proposal from Prof. Yury N. Razoumny of Roscosmos, Russia
(Annexure-I2) was briefly presented to Commission – III (Annexure – 13
). It was noted that the final study report is targeted for March 2017.
SG 3.23 : Human Space Technology Pilot Projects with
Developing countries
This study proposal from Dr. G Reibaldi (Annexure-14) was briefed to the
Commission
It was noted that this Study Group initiative is a follow-on action from the
UN/China Workshop on Human Space Technology held in China in Sept.
2013 and has the objective of defining pilot projects with developing
countries synergising Human Space Technologies and Sustainable
Development activities involving developing countries. This Study Group
will have close interaction with United Nation Office for Outer Space.

Commission III approved both the above new study proposals to be put
up to SAC/IAA for approval and appointment of the Study Groups as
identified above.
8.

IAC-2014 Commission-3 Symposia Status:
It was noted in general that good number of abstracts are submitted for
Commission-III related sessions in IAC-2014.
Due to paucity of time, there were no discussions on subsequent Agenda.
Commission – III report to SAC is given in Annexure-15.

------x------
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Chair:
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Annexure-2

SG 3.9
Private Human Access to
Space
Vol. I suborbital
•W. Peeters
•International Institute for Space Commerce (IISC)

IAA, Paris, March 2014

Overview
 Final Table of Contents and authors
 SWOT Analysis

 Recommendations
 Q&A

IAA-2014

Prof. W. Peeters

2

Final Table of content (1)
List of Acronyms
Executive Summary
Objectives and Scope of the Report

iii
vi
1

1. The History or Space Tourism
by W. Peeters
2. Suborbital Vehicles
by F. Elingsfeld (Part 1) & C. Bonnal (Part 2)
3. Spaceports
by D. Weber
4. Suborbital Vehicle Interior Design
by W. Peeters
5. Payload Flight Opportunities
by A. Bukley

5

IAA-2014

Prof. W. Peeters

10
28

35
40

3

Final Table of content (2)
6. Societal Motivations for Personal Spaceflight
by P. Eymar
7. Market Demand
by W. Peeters
8. Medical Aspects of Suborbital Space Tourism
by M. Antuñano & R. Gerzer
9. Legal Aspects of Suborbital Personal Spaceflight
by R. Jakhu
10. International Commercial Space Industry Regulations
by J. Pelton
11. SWOT Analysis
by W. Peeters
Conclusions and Recommendations
Appendix: Study Group 3 Members List

IAA-2014

50

55
61
72
82
90

99
A-1

Prof. W. Peeters

4

SWOT Analysis

IAA-2014

Prof. W. Peeters

5

Global Recommendations
Recommendation 1: Follow-on products will
need to be considered.
Recommendation 2: More emphasis on
markets other than tourism
Recommendation 3: Feedback on customer
demand to be taken into account
Recommendation 4: Communication on start
date of operations
Recommendation 5: Global response
preparation in the event of an early failure
IAA-2014

Prof. W. Peeters

6

Recommendations / Actions
Recommendation 6: Increase relation
between the New Space entrepreneurs and
the traditional space sector.
Action suggested: IAA to initiate a working
group allowing Space Agencies to propose
technologies to New Space Entrepreneurs
and vice versa, with emphasis on TRL
improvement. Such action could reduce the
risk of duplication of effort and
development.
IAA-2014

Prof. W. Peeters

7

Recommendations / Actions
Recommendation 7: Study the use of
Suborbital vehicles for scientific research
Action suggested: IAA to initiate a study to
determine what class of experiments could
be successfully executed using suborbital
vehicles in full coordination with the
designers, the space agencies, and
interested industry partners.
IAA-2014

Prof. W. Peeters

8

Recommendations / Actions
Recommendation 8: More research in medical
selection criteria and follow-up
Action suggested: IAA to organize a working
group on medical issues associated with
suborbital flight, including potential
medical and pharmaceutical experiments

IAA-2014

Prof. W. Peeters

9

Recommendations / Actions
Recommendation 9: More integrated studies
on legal and regulatory issues
Action suggested: Create a dedicated IAA
working group, preferably funded by the
interested parties, leading to the
formulation of recommendations to
international regulatory bodies.

IAA-2014

Prof. W. Peeters

10

Annexure-3

Agenda
• Working Group Membership
• Summary Status of Five Analysis Phases
• Past Progress Since IAC Beijing
• Future Prospects For IAC Toronto
• Conclusion

HOM = Human Orbital Market

2

Working Group Membership
• Bustanul Arifin, Xiaohui Cao, John Culton, Takane
Imada, Jie Hou*, Claire Jolly, Zhuoyan Lu*,
Philipp Maier*, Dmitry Payson, Gennaro Russo,
Randy Sweet
*Members of the SGAC CSPWG
(Space Generation Advisory Council Commercial
Space Project Working Group)
• Other members include: Noemie Bernede, Azam
Shaghaghi, Jan Svoboda
3

Summary: Status of Five Analysis Phases
Analysis Phase
1. Identification of Target
Markets
2. Literature Review

Status
0-5
Sufficiently complete, 4
never done.
Sufficiently complete, 3
never done.
3. Social Factors Analysis Begun, more to do.
2
4. Industry Chain
Begun, more to do.
2
Analysis
5. Assessment of HOM
Assessment
1
Viability
framework identified.
4

Past Progress Since IAC Beijing
1. Identification of Target Markets
• US HOM Industry Chain Analysis (FAA AST Study)

3. Social Factors Analysis

• Maier, P. “Historical and Cultural Assessment of Entrepreneurship
and Investment in Germany”.
• Bernede, N. “Entrepreneurship and Innovation in the European
Space Sector: Overview and Impacts of European Space Agency
and European Union’s Initiatives”.

4. HOM Industry Chains, including Related and
Supporting Industries

• Lu, Z. et. al. “Identification and Analysis of National and Regional
Industry Clusters of the European Space Industry”.
• US HOM Industry Chain Analysis (FAA AST Study)

5. Assessment of Probability of HOM Viability

• Industry Infrastructure Framework (Van de Ven 1986)

5

Future Prospects For IAC Toronto
• “Enterprise Investment and Prospect in China Space
Business Activity”
• “The Analysis to the Present Situation and Prospects of
China Space Tourism”
• “The Structure of the European Space Industry Current and Historical Analysis of Industry Clusters in
Germany”
• “A Historical Overview and Cultural Assessment of
Space Industry Policy and Decision-Making Procedures
in India”
• “Leveraging Scandinavian Ultra-Harsh Environment
Resource Extraction Expertise Within the Emerging
Commercial Space Resource Sector”
• And more…
6

Conclusion
• All Analysis Phases In Process and Showing
Progress
• On Schedule for Report in Oct 2015

• Recognition of Long-Term Analysis Focus
• Dynamic Nature of Emerging Industries Infers Need
for Longitudinal Studies
• Productive Use of Limited Resources
• Great Example of Non-Profit, Non-Proprietary R&D
Contribution to HOM Industry Infrastructure
7

Phase 1. Identification of Target HOMs
Entrepreneurship
Replicative
Innovative
Unproductive

Potential
Markets

Demonstrated
Markets

Productive

Near-Term
Far-Term
(< 10 Years)
(> 10 and < 50 Years)
Replicative
•Domestic Gov’t Crew
•Not Applicable
Transportation
•Foreign Crew Transportation (by definition)
Innovative - Productive
•LEO Tourism
Innovative - Productive
Replicative
•Resource Extraction
•R&D
•Energy Generation
•Cis-Lunar Gov’t Crew
•Deep-Space Vehicle
Transportation
Support Services
Innovative - Productive
•Residential Space Stations
•Cis-Lunar Tourism
•In-Space Construction
•Media and Promotion
•Business Travel Services
8

Phase 2. Literature Review - Status
• FOUND: Economic impact data & analysis of the
aerospace industry for many countries, regions.
Currently Included
• China
• Italy
• Denmark
• Russia
• Europe
• Spain
• Germany
• United
• India
States
• Indonesia • United
Kingdom

To Be Included
• Africa
• Netherlands
• Australia • Norway
• Canada
• Portugal
• France
• South Korea
• Finland
• Sweden
• Japan
• Switzerland

• Minimal evidence of publicly available reports of
space industry in cultural, historical, social fields. 9

Phase 5. Evaluation of Market Probabilities
INDUSTRY INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS*
*Source: Van de Ven, Andrew H. "The Development of an Infrastructure for
Responsible Sectors
Entrepreneurship”. Journal of Business Venturing 8 (1993), 21-230.

Proprietary Functions
Proprietary R&D (Invention)
Production (Innovation)
Market Creation (Diffusion)
Resource Endowments
Non-Proprietary R&D
Financing
Human Resources
Institutional Arrangements
Governance
Legitimization
Technical Standards

Private Non-Profit Public
X
X
X
X
Private Non-Profit Public
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Private Non-Profit Public
X
X
X
X
X
X 10
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International Academy of Astronautics

IAA SG3.15
Long Term Space Propellant Depot
G.Saccoccia, LU Yu
Washington D.C., U.S.

Mar. 2014

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

The Process
International Academy of Astronautics

• 1st meeting, the IAC Congress in Naples on Sep.30, 2012,
The scope， the main content, the team composition.
• 2nd meeting, the IAA 2013 Spring Meeting,
The report content and structure, the chair and authors of
each chapter, and the 2013 plan.
• 3rd meeting, the 8th IAA Symposium on the Future of Space
Exploration Meeting in Turin on July 4th, 2013
Reviewed the status of activities of our study and discussed
next step actions.
Created an online copy, so everyone can work on one version.
Multiple people can edit the document at the same time.

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

The Process
International Academy of Astronautics

• 4th meeting, the IAC64, Sep.2013 Beijing,
45-page preliminary report reviewed together, plan to the
2014 Summit, 2014 SG plan.
• the IAA International Space Exploration Conference in
Washington D C, Jan.2014.

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

Group Composition
International Academy of Astronautics

Chair:

Co-Chair:

Giorgio Saccoccia

LU Yu

ESA – The Netherlands

China Academy of Laucnh Vehicle Technology (CALT)-China

Secretary:
WANG Xiaowei
CALT – China

Members:
Dallas Bienhoff

SHEN Lin

Boeing – USA

CALT – China

Christophe Bonhomme

Davina Di Cara

CNES – France

ESA – The Netherlands

Philippe Caisso

James Free

SNECMA – France

NASA (Glenn Research Center) – USA

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

Group Composition
International Academy of Astronautics

Members (cont.):
Guenter Langel

Bill Smith

EADS/ASTRIUM – Germany

Aerojet Corp. – USA

Jerrol Littles

Jim Keravala

Pratt & Withney – USA

Shackleton Energy – USA

Kevin Miller

Dettlef Hueser

Ball Aerospace – USA

OHB Space Systems – Germany

Robert Mueller

Hans E.W.Hoffmann

NASA (Kennedy Space Center) – USA

Germany

Sebastien Bianchi

Ivan Ilin

Air Liquide - France

Ballistic centre of Keldysh Institute of Applied
Mathematics, Russian Academy of Sciences –
Russia

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

Group Composition
International Academy of Astronautics

Members (cont.):

Young Professional Members:

S. Ramakrishnan

Andrea Boyd

Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (ISRO) –
India

andrea.boyd@spacegeneration.org

Alan Wilhite

Fatoumata Kebe

Georgia Institute of Technology – USA

fatoumata.kebe@gmail.com

Sandra Gonzalez Diaz
sandra@sandraglez.es

Jeroen Van den Eynde
University of Southampton - United Kingdom

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

Goal
International Academy of Astronautics

• Identify requirements, concepts and opportunities for future
high energy propellant space depots.
• Identify the required key technologies
• Define the roadmap(s) for this new capability.

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

Study Contents
International Academy of Astronautics

Introduction
Part 1-Feasibility and Missions
Scope and feasibility
Impact on future space systems and development
Space environment

Part 2-Technologies
Key Technologies

Part 3-Programmatic and Implementation
Roadmap for the implementation
Conclusions and Recommendations

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

The Report
International Academy of Astronautics

Introduction
a.Definition, Background and Requirements

b.Definition of goals with related criteria: Political, Scientific, Economical
c. Heritage of past experience
d.Lessons learned from the past efforts on Space Propellant Depots
e. Operational Scenarios

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

The Report
International Academy of Astronautics

Part 1-Feasibility and Missions
Scope and feasibility

Highlight

a. Receive, store & transfer
b. Water to cryogenic propellants
c. Order of Magnitude Scale
• GTO missions – 10 to 30 mt
• GEO missions – 10 to 30 mt
• Lunar missions – 150 to 200 mt
• Earth departure missions – 200 to 500 mt

d. Autonomous or on-site human operations
• Autonomous operations with remotely operated or autonomous robotic maintenance
• Autonomous operations with human maintenance
• On-site human presence with human maintenance

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

The Report
International Academy of Astronautics

Part 1-Feasibility and Missions (cont.)
Impact on future space systems and development
a. Space launch systems (Earth to Orbit)
b. Cislunar space transportation systems (Earth orbit to EML2 including lunar landers)
c. Space exploration systems (for missions extending beyond EML2)

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

The Report
International Academy of Astronautics

Part 1-Feasibility and Missions (cont.)

Highlight

Space environment
a. Prospective orbits and assessment of related environments
• LEO, GEO, L1, L2, …
Atmosphere
Plasma
Vacuum
Particles
 Van Allen radiation belts
Thermal environment
Radiation
Dust and debris
…
b. Impact of environment on design of Space Depots
c. Conclusion

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

The Report
International Academy of Astronautics

Part 2-Technologies
Key Technologies
a. List of the key technologies
b. Fundament and Status of key technologies
c.Spin-in and spin-off from non-space sectors
d.Risks assessment

e. Challenges
f. Potential solutions
g. Schedules and costs

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

The Report
International Academy of Astronautics

Part 2-Technologies
Key Technologies

Highlight

a. List of the key technologies
1. The cryogenic propellant in-space strorage
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Passive insulation
Reducing the structure heat load
Cryocoolers
Para-Ortho Conversion
Sun Shield
Subcooling propellant

Cryogenic propellant transfer
System demonstration
Tank pressure control technology
Cryogenic propellant gauging
Other related technologies
a)
b)
c)
d)

Low acceleration settling
Propellant acquisition
System chilldown
Autogenous pressurization
G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

Report
International Academy of Astronautics

Part 3-Programmatic and Implementation
Roadmap for the implementation
a. Questions to be answered with the relevant time frame
b. Private vs. institutional initiatives
c. International capabilities and possible contributions
d. Global set of requirements
e. Enabling technologies required with the required time frame
f. Programme and operational sustainability
g. Environmental impact
h. Policy, legal and insurance frameworks
i. Outreach aspects
j. Cooperative framework
k. Decision roadmap

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

Report
International Academy of Astronautics

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

Conclusion and Recommendation
International Academy of Astronautics

a.

Two kinds of space propellant depot (storable and cryogenic) can
be developed and built in the future.
•

•

They are valuable for both current space active nations and new space fairing
nations or enterprises. The depots can help to reduce the space exploration mission
cost and accomplish new missions.
The related industries and technical levels will be promoted developing the
corresponding technologies and building the depot, and numerous spin-off
technologies can be derived.

b. A step by step implementation can be used in the building of space
propellant depot, i.e.
•
•

•

Firstly, build a depot in Earth orbit by 2025, then in the EML1/EML2 or lunar orbit
by 2035. Storable propellant depots can be built firstly and then the cryogenic ones.
The case of storable propellant depots in GEO can also be considered as attractive
for a first application, intended to extend the life of a next generation commercial
satcoms, provided with standard refueling interfaces.
The experience cumulated in the development and operation of these first depots
can then be transferred to more challenging solutions, such as cryogenic propellant
depots for complex exploration missions.
G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

Conclusion and Recommendation
International Academy of Astronautics

c.

A commercial approach can be pursued in the depot operations.
•

•

Eventually a propellant depot will be an open source solution with
standard interfaces for receiving and providing fluids. “Buy from any
source and sell to any customer”.
Other related technical solutions also can be in the service: hardware
assemblies, components, and software can be provided by those with
capabilities.

d. Three operational scenarios can be foreseen in the future:
•
•
•

Governmental cooperative initiative and operation,
Private enterprise cooperative initiative and operation, supported by
governments,
Create an exclusive international enterprise, supported by governments.

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

Conclusion and Recommendation
International Academy of Astronautics

e.

The space propellant depot is a large complex on-orbit station
needs a considerable budget therefore a commercial operational
scenario can be envisaged.
•

•

f.

International cooperation in developing and operating the depot is a very
attractive and an interesting case for a future international space program
beyond the ISS.
Different nations and enterprises can participate to this endeavor, sharing
the budgets, contributing to addressing the challenges and benefiting from
the returns.

The coordinator should be a nation or a company with a well
consolidated space capability.
•

It is not excluded that a single nation or an enterprise can act as the
coordinator in this program that should include all the nations and
companies who are interested in the depot.

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

Conclusion and Recommendation
International Academy of Astronautics

g.

The use of existing mature technologies should be pursued as
much as possible, in order to reduce the costs in particular for the
first steps of demonstration.
•

•

The space depot, especially for the cryogenic depot, is a complex system
and lots of new key technologies will be involved, as well as many
international coordination issues.
Assessment and feasibility studies should be started as soon as possible,
and an international association or organization can be established firstly.

h. A legal framework of development and operation of the space
depot also should be discussed and formed, and then a
commercial insurance article can be made under the legal
framework.

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

Next Actions
International Academy of Astronautics

March 2014:

• New SG Meeting in Paris to push the progress.
• More inputs needed.

July 2014:
• Intermediate meeting on the final report preparation

October 2014:
• Sufficient inputs from all the SG members
• Chapter captains wrap up all the inputs, and a 1st draft will be
completed by Chairs
• New SG Meeting in Toronto
G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

Next Actions
International Academy of Astronautics

End of 2014:

• Improve and complement the final report
• Discuss and identify when to send the final draft to IAA for review

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

International Academy of Astronautics

Thanks!

G.Saccoccia, LU Yu , SG3.15 / IAA

SG 3.16 MEETING
Agenda
1) SG 3.16 composition
2) Final Cosmic Study
3) Timeframe of the study
4) AOB
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New members
Stephane Gres
Norbert Frischauf
Roger Lenard

Members asking to be canelled
Christophe Bonnal (CNES, France)
IAA COMMISSION 3 MEETING
March 17, 2014
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SG 3.16 MEETING
The fourth meeting was held at the 64th
Beijing in September 2013.

IAC in

After the meeting the 25 pages White Cosmic Study
(Previously referred to as 25-page special synthesis
document) was prepared and delivered to the IAA so
that it was available for the Heads of Space Agencies
Summit held in Washington D.C. in January 2014.
A short version (about 6 pages) of the White Cosmic
Study was presented at the IAA Space Exploration
Conference held in Washington on 9 January 2014.
IAA COMMISSION 3 MEETING
March 17, 2014
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SG 3.16 MEETING
The study contained a set of recommendation
which are here reported in detail:
1. Define an International Mars reference mission
scenario, with the involvement of Space
Agencies/Industries, to agree on a preliminary
technical
baseline
and
the
required
technological decision milestones:

IAA COMMISSION 3 MEETING
March 17, 2014
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nuclear thermal and nuclear electric propulsion
Zero-boil off technology for cryogenic propellant
storage.
Nuclear power generator systems for space and onplanet.
Passive or active radiation shielding technology.
Artificial gravity in space.
Effects of Mars gravity using large centrifuges.
Aerocapture technologies for large payloads.
Life support systems, in particular regenerative ones.
In Situ Resources Utilization (ISRU) systems.
Exploration technologies, in particular astronaut robotic
assistants, rovers, drillers, etc.
IAA COMMISSION 3 MEETING
March 17, 2014
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2)

3)

Set up a joint working group, IAA(SG3.6)/ISECG, to
define in which of the Human Missions beyond Earth,
defined in the ISECG roadmap, the technologies
defined in the Mars reference mission (see
recommendations 1) should be demonstrated, in order
to reduce the risk and cost of the Global Mission to
Mars. Demonstration projects, to be carried out by a
variable group of countries will be defined to this end.
Foster the global involvement of countries, in
particular of the emerging and developing countries,
through existing bodies like ISECG, UNOOSA-HSTI,
IAA, etc.
IAA COMMISSION 3 MEETING
March 17, 2014
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4)

5)

Improve the common knowledge of the human
factors, as the most critical issue for the Mars
mission.
Set-up a Human Spaceflight Virtual Institute, by IAA
and
with
the
participation
of
Space
Agencies/Industries, to foster the exploitation of
existing technologies, facilities and know-how
available world-wide. This Institute will also facilitate
the engagement of new and developing countries by
identifying technological niches existing in these
countries, as well as facilitating the exchange of
information in many critical areas, such as human
factors.
IAA COMMISSION 3 MEETING
March 17, 2014
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SG 3.16 MEETING
Out of the two deliverables
•The main report
•The 25-page special synthesis document
the second was delivered on time, while the preparation
of the first is on schedule.

IAA COMMISSION 3 MEETING
March 17, 2014
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GLOSSARY

CIL: Customary International Law
CJS: Corpus Juris Spatialis (The Law of Outer Space)
OST: The 1967 Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer
Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies
SMR: Space Mineral Resources
VC: The Vienna Convention (A treaty and resource considered the defining authority on the principles of
treaty interpretation)
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The development of space mineral resources is a new commercial space endeavor for the benefit of
humanity. In 2012, the IAA approved a broad study of the technology, economics, legal issues and policy
aspects of identifying, obtaining, and using these resources. This study is now ending its first year and is near
a final draft. The draft study presents several preliminary findings and recommendations for consideration by
the IAA as topics for near term action to be taken by the heads of space agencies.
The purpose of this study is to provide, in one document, the current state of the art of the technology,
economics, law & policy related to the Space Mineral Resource opportunity. The study will make specific
recommendations for moving forward, and it will also provide a brief analysis of opportunities. This study is
organized to provide technical information, policy and legal analysis, economic context and opportunity
analysis, and recommended steps for moving forward.

3. INTRODUCTION
Humanity dangles perilously on the edge of disaster as indecision and apathy erode the ground beneath our
feet. At our backs is a crowded and constrained world and before us is the precipice of the unknown pregnant
with possibility and peril. Do we heed the cautions of Icarus’ fate and plant our feet firmly in the now, or is
humanity ready to kiss the sky and carry forth the emissaries of biology, creativity and digital memory into
the wild unknown? Our choice, as the historian H.G. Wells put it, is “the universe or nothing.”
Data indicates Earth may be approaching a tipping point. According to new research, projections of
catastrophe predicted by the Club of Rome1 actually match current data indicating a high likelihood of
environmental collapse by 2050, should current trends remain unchanged2. Without game-changing events
or breakthrough technologies, humanity will be forced to confront its “limits to growth.”
It is clear that the world is running out of minerals and energy. Minerals are, by definition, a non-renewable
resource. Humanity’s consumption of products continues to increase as global poverty is replaced by an
emerging global middle class – people who desire to live a materially affluent lifestyle. We are steadily
consuming Earth’s finite mineral endowment. While new technology offers hope by creating alternatives
and increasing efficiency, the data clearly show that annual global per-capita consumption patterns continue
to increase. As one author puts it, we have started down a one-way path by consuming the “last hours of
ancient sunlight”3 – a metaphor for the use of the non-renewable and rapidly depleting hydrocarbon
inventory as the basis of our energy pyramid. This is an irreversible path that could easily lead to societal
collapse. However, the approach to leverage space resources defeats that projection, as so nicely described
by Dr. O’Neil.

"The fatalism of the limits-to-growth alternative is reasonable only if one ignores all the resources
beyond our atmosphere, resources thousands of times greater than we could ever obtain from our
beleaguered Earth. As expressed very beautifully in the language of House Concurrent Resolution
451, 'This tiny Earth is not humanity's prison, is not a closed and dwindling resource, but is in fact
only part of a vast system rich in opportunities...'"4
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This has been discussed for years as leverage for humanity to grow gracefully into the future. The theory is
that the universe is now open to space travelers and those who venture outward to accomplish huge
undertakings and make the future one of a robust world. The concept is simple; investing in technologies,
human spirit, and commercial activities to venture beyond low Earth orbit will enable humanity to keep
growing positively.The commercial space mineral resource approach has been discussed for decades. Now,
with the profit motive as a major part of space mineral resources; the bold, creative and adventurous can lead
humanity off-planet AND IMPROVE the human condition on-planet. Mining space resources offers two
ways out. Technology developed for space could directly mitigate terrestrial pressures by offering new
consumption alternatives, higher material efficiency, and more efficient recycling. In addition, mankind now
has the ability to expand into space, creating and expanding into new biological environments to suit
conditions and opportunities. There is no need to interrupt the transition of the global poor to modern
standards of living given the amount of nearby space mineral and energy resources. Indeed, Dr. John Lewis
estimates the population capacity of the inner solar system to be 10 quadrillion human beings at today’s
standard of living (1997 North American per capita consumption of minerals and energy)5.
We have, within our collective reach, the technological, economic, legal and policy means to not
only harvest this bounty but to keep us safe from the dangers of space as well. Our species now possesses the
technological acumen to transform the threat of asteroid impacts into a greater material abundance than ever
before conceived. The estimated population capacity of the inner solar system is ten quadrillion humans,
assuming middle-class consumption patterns remain in place. Today’s economy will scale with that growth,
enabling private and commercial enterprises to thrive. To quote space pioneer Konstantin Tsiolkovsky,
"To set foot on the soil of the asteroids, to lift by hand a rock from the Moon, to observe Mars from a
distance of several tens of kilometers, to land on its satellite or even on its surface, what can be more
fantastic? From the moment of using rocket devices a new great era will begin in astronomy: the
epoch of the more intensive study of the firmament."6
This journey forward will lift our societies out of poverty and create the greatest period of material and
economic abundance ever imagined. It will free the world from sources of poison by moving heavy industry
and dangerous research into a safer place: space. It will enable us to expand our imaginations by settling new
frontiers and new worlds. It will challenge us, draw upon our courage, and free us from our terrestrial
moorings. We have but to reach forward and grasp the vast energy and mineral resources of space to achieve
these goals. Creative use of these resources will enable creation of the large-scale structures imagined by
science-fiction, enable new types of habitation, entertainment, society and ecology. There is no shortage of
technology, transportation systems, engineering talent, or support infrastructure to enable this future.
Terrestrial industry is already equipped to process the fruits of space, and our society will seamlessly
integrate the introduction of this abundance to reach new heights of prosperity. To reach the space frontier
humanity need only walk through an open door. The only ingredients left to add are capital, vision and
follow-through.
Dr. Stephen Hawking, taking his first zero g flight at the age of 71, put this in one sentence: "our only chance
of long-term survival is not to remain lurking on planet Earth, but to spread out into space." Clearly,
expansion of human civilization into the universe is not a matter of “whether” but rather of “when,” “how,”
and “by whom.”
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3.1 Overview - Situational Awareness
A clear understanding of Earth’s current situation is necessary to evaluate the potential of space
mineral resources for the benefit of humanity. Our entire species exists upon this single world, and its
resources are finite; we do not truly exist beyond our terrestrial confines. Humanity is not yet a spacefaring
species; we are a space visiting species.
In more than a half century since the first orbital flight of Yuri Gagarin less than 700 humans have
traveled, however briefly, to Earth orbit. The population of space has never been more than 15 in all those
decades and no one has stayed more than two years. Only thirty humans have traveled as far as the moon,
and only twelve have landed on its surface. None stayed. No one has yet traveled beyond the moon into the
deep space between planets where the vast bounty of mineral resources exists.
Since 1950, the Earth’s population has increased from 2 to 7 billion. Almost all this growth is in the
population of less developed nations given that the more developed nations tend to have stable populations
that tend to slightly decline as living standards rise.
The Earth’s gross economic product in 2011 was approximately $70 trillion US dollars. For a
population of about 7 billion people, this is around $10,000 USD per year per person. This economic benefit
is not evenly distributed. Much of the Earth’s economic wealth benefits the populations of a few nations.
40% of the world’s population, which is about 2.8 billion people, have more than 96% of the world’s wealth.
This leaves 6% of the world’s wealth for 4.2 billion people, 60% of humanity. This economic gap is getting
wider.
Humans are innately driven to better their lot and the lots of their children. If everyone wants to live
in a sustainable economy with a high standard of living, then we must intelligently utilize resources, avoid
waste, and prioritize the development of space mineral resources, space solar power and the development of
high capacity, inexpensive, access to and from deep space. Humanity thrives upon the consumption of
mineral resources. Opening the resources of space will not only change our lives; it will change our destiny.
Use of these space mineral resources could remove chemical and thermal waste products from the Earth’s
environment and finance the development of human civilization across the solar system. Their peaceful
development could provide both material benefits and spiritual challenges for our developing planetary
civilization. Today humanity spends about $300 billion USD, less than one half of one percent of world
GDP, on all space activities. This figure must be kept in mind as we begin consideration of the economic
situation in deep space.
Generally, metal rich asteroids have a range of compositions, but are mostly iron and nickel. For
this reason they are often referred to as ‘nickel irons’. However the amount of platinum in these metallic
asteroids is often over 100 times greater than in platinum ore on Earth.
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Figure 1 Precious metal abundances for LL chondrites and iron asteroids.

Given the facts above, it is reasonable to say that the basic parametrics of Space Mineral Resources (SMR)
are not yet widely understood by political decision makers. This study is meant to remedy that. Every raw
material found on Earth, without exception, can be found in space in vastly greater quantities. An example is
hydrocarbon lakes on Titan or purified ice in the rings of Saturn. Many other examples exist, including
Haley’s Comet which contains nearly the same hydrocarbon inventory as the proven reserves of all of the
OPEC nations combined, in addition to more water than Lake Michigan. Clearly space offers vast
inventories of mineral wealth. The next question becomes which space resources are amenable to near-term
use? This is a matter of utility, and therefore defines the payoff for investment in SMR.
“The purpose of In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU), or “living off the land”, is to harness and
utilize space resources to create products and services which enable and significantly reduce the
mass, cost, and risk of near-term and long-term space exploration. ISRU can be the key to
implementing a sustained and affordable human and robotic program to explore the solar system
and beyond. [emphasis added] Potential space resources include water, solar wind implanted
volatiles (hydrogen, helium, carbon, nitrogen, etc.), vast quantities of metals and minerals,
atmospheric constituents, unlimited solar energy, regions of permanent light and darkness, the
vacuum and zero-gravity of space itself, and even trash and waste from human crew activities.
Suitable processing can transform these raw resources into useful materials and products.”7
The benefits of using space mineral resources (SMR) are reduced cost, increased capability and
autonomy, and, the generation of economic profit. As costs fall more resources can be harvested. As more
resources are harvested, humanity will solidify its foothold in space. SMR utilization essentially creates a
feedback loop that will exponentially increase our access to space.
Situational awareness is extremely important in this virgin frontier. The number of spacecraft
missions to the Moon, Mars and near-Earth asteroids (NEAs) is growing, yet more discoveries will be
needed. This will provide a dual benefit commercially as well as for planetary protection. This study will
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generally describe what is up there and what can be done with it. Due to the exponential abundance of SMR,
we could even eventually stop mining the surface of Earth – a long-term vision with an environmental
payoff.
"NEAs contain a variety of raw materials that could be harvested, including useful substances such
as iron, rock, water, carbon, nitrogen, semiconductor and platinum group metals, and trapped gasses
such as carbon dioxide and ammonia. These resources can be utilized for a variety of purposes,
including the manufacture of radiation shielding and spacecraft propellant, without needing to
expend the tremendous energy required to launch the raw materials into space from Earth or another
gravity well (such as the Moon or Mars). Harnessing these resources will require extensive
infrastructure development, however the first steps are to identify available resources and develop
utilization capabilities. That will require scientific study, the ability to have humans operate
effectively and safely in the vicinities of NEAs and on their surfaces for extended periods of time, and
the capability to modify NEA orbits. NEA resource utilization is clearly synergistic with solar system
science, planetary defense, and human exploration."8
The most valuable near Earth asteroids (NEAs) are those whose orbits closely mimic that of Earth,
so that minimal energy is required to reach them and return. More than two million are estimated to exist, yet
only 10,000 have been charted. The list of known NEAs grows by about 900 each year, but will accelerate as
additional resources are brought to bear on the task. NEAs are a plentiful resource and the availability of
affordable-to-reach targets will continue to expand.
Every month a NEA with the potential to end civilization (one km or larger) is discovered;
currently, none have orbits that threaten Earth over the next few centuries. Smaller NEAs still can wreak
havoc on a regional scale, and a thriving space industry seeking them for their resource value could provide
the on-going funding required to identify and characterize as many as possible.

3.2 The International Academy of Astronautics Study
The purpose of this study is to provide, in one document, the current state of the art of the
technology, economics, law & policy related to the Space Mineral Resource opportunity. The study will
make specific recommendations for moving forward, and it will also provide a brief analysis of
opportunities.
Specific questions that will be answered by the final study include:
•
What are people’s opinions in society regarding the legal and policy options?
•
What the primary challenges are to getting SMU mature (legal, policy & economic)?
•
What are the technical challenges to state of the art?
•
What are the recommendations for action?
•
What are people (including NASA and the other space agencies) doing now about it?
•
Of the people trying to do this, what are their roadmaps to get there?
This study is organized to provide technical information, policy and legal analysis, economic context and
opportunity analysis, and recommended steps for moving forward. It is divided into basic sections based on
architectures, systems, technologies, law and policy, and economic analysis. Appendices will accompany the
finished study to include additional related information in order to facilitate a deeper understanding of core
issues & opportunities.
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Technical information related to Space Mineral Resources disclosed in this report including
published NASA and international space agency technology roadmaps, TRL (technology readiness level)
estimates, architectural options, common and unique systems elements, and recommended investment paths.
Policy information summarizes the current international legal environment, and steps that could be taken to
accelerate resource development, including recommendations for removing roadblocks. Economic analysis
casts SMR into a framework or context for understanding the basis for present and future value to public and
private stakeholders, and includes an assessment of the influence of current and projected policy on
economics. Finally, the full study will offer an international roadmap showing pathways forward.

Figure 2. Cislunar econosphere showing delta-V and products.
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Figure 3. Future space economy scenarios are enabled by asteroid SMR (courtesy Planetary Resources).

4. SMR SYSTEMS CONCEPTS
A wide array of mining and mineral extraction technology exists today. Because of the similarity
between space and terrestrial resources, much of this technology should readily adapt to the unique
environmental physics of the Moon, Mars and asteroids. Nearly 50 years worth of planetary surface missions
has yielded extensive data showing the mineral inventory of space resources as well as collecting data on the
unique environmental context of future ore bodies. This rich data set has generated a large pool of thought
for adapting traditional methods of mineral extraction and refining to the unforgiving conditions of space
such as cold, high vacuum, and microgravity. The potential exists for developing and proving novel mining
methods that leverage unique environmental factors for actual savings compared to the energy and
complexity requirements of current technology. In addition, technologies developed for SMR could offer
synergistic benefits to terrestrial mining and mineral processing.
This chapter will discuss systems concepts for SMR and summarize technical content. It will be an
attempt to organize these concepts into categories based on end uses, type or class of resource, and
technology. The full study will briefly review the results and status of prior art, with technology and risk
assessment covered in Section 4.0 in more detail.

4.1 Design Reference Missions
“Design Reference Missions” (DRMs) are hypotheticals used to establish the methodologies of
potential space missions. Missions to the Moon, for example, might assume a single rocket like the Saturn V
used in the U.S. Apollo program, or they could be based on multiple launches of smaller payloads that are
assembled in Earth orbit, in lunar orbit, or another location. Each variation would be a Design Reference
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Mission with uniform assumptions about the methods involved and the goals driving design choices. For the
Apollo program, for example, the overriding goal was delivering a crew to the lunar surface sooner than the
Soviet Union. Other goals, such as reusability or cost, played much smaller roles. For SMR, the Design
Reference Mission (DRM) summarizes both the methods to be used and the primary goals to be achieved.

4.2 DRMs based on Government Sponsored Human Exploration
NASA has extensively studied the potential use of lunar resources to reduce the cost of human
lunar missions – this process has been ongoing for over 50 years. The primary argument for the utility of
SMR is that it will open new avenues for the exploration and utilization of space. In-situ utilization will
allow for efficient distribution of fuel and materials to explorers, and it will increase drastically lower the
time and money costs involved in the construction, utilization, and development of space vehicles and assets.
In the late 1970’s a well-funded NASA study lead by General Dynamics examined in detail how to
build a large-scale orbiting solar power system using lunar resources. The model assumed the operation of a
400-man lunar base for the purpose of mining local resources for the construction of a series of 100,000
metric ton LEO power satellite stations. Note that the lunar base design for this study was minimal.
However, the design of lunar manufacturing facilities, and technical discussion of the underlying refining
and fabrication capability was extensive. This study stands as the most detailed design of a lunar
manufacturing facility done to date.

4.3 DRMs based on in-space markets
The cost of delivering terrestrial resources into space is very high due to launch prices that remain
expensive on a per-ton basis. Communications satellite companies pay US$60 million to US$150 million to
place satellites into geosynchronous transfer orbits (GTO) and then have to allocate about one third of their
satellite’s mass to fuel to reach the operational geosynchronous orbit (GEO). This makes the true cost of
placing terrestrial material (transponders, antennas, propellant, etc.) into GEO at least US$17 million per ton,
even assuming the least expensive launch to GTO. The high cost of delivering a ton of anything to GEO thus
must imply that it must also have a huge value, far more than a ton of silver on Earth (about US$1 million),
and well within sight of the US$55 million price of a ton of gold on Earth. In sum, the value of anything, be
it raw elements or a man-made construction, is far higher in space due to the investment to get it there and
the scarcity of the environment. However, this added value is lost once the object is brought back to Earth.
DRMs must incorporate the loss of investment in considering whether or not to bring an object back or to
leave it in space for future use.
DRMs based on in-space markets are designed to deliver commercially valuable commodities and
products to assorted space locations that have, or are expected to have, economic activity based on
commercial or government pursuits. These DRMs can be sorted on two axes: the in-space destination, and
the type of materials to be delivered.
4.3.1 Near-Earth Destinations
The space locations near Earth with the most activity today are low Earth orbits (LEO) traveled by
the International Space Station and various remote sensing satellites in polar orbits, and GEO where more
than 400 satellites provide communications and imagery services to companies and governments. Because
GEO is harder to reach from Earth than LEO, the value of asteroidal materials delivered to GEO is
approximately four times higher than to LEO, making GEO an attractive initial destination. In addition, to
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move asteroidal materials from a high orbit where NEAs will arrive down to LEO requires effort to remove
orbital energy, making the LEO market even less appealing compared to GEO. Countering this is the
potential for growth in LEO demand as more companies and nations establish crewed outposts to exploit the
rapidly growing list of microgravity opportunities in LEO for pharmaceuticals, specialty materials
production, tourism, and other applications.
Destinations with far less current activity, but with the potential for growth, include the Lagrangian
points in the Earth-Moon system and the Earth-Sun system. These are balance points where spacecraft can
maintain position with minimal expenditures of station-keeping propellant. The balance points L1 and L2 in
the Earth-Moon system, for example, are located on a line extending out from the Earth. L1 is about 84% of
the distance to the Moon, located about 60,000 km above the near side, and L2 lies beyond the Moon’s far
side by the similar distance. As the Moon revolves around Earth, spacecraft in L1 and L2 can maintain their
relative positions to the Earth and Moon with minimal energy expenditure. Both have been considered useful
staging locations for crewed expeditions to the Moon and Mars.
The Earth-Sun system also has Lagrange points. Earth-Sun L1 is the vantage point for the
upcoming DISCOVR spacecraft, where it can look back at Earth and always see a fully illuminated disk.
Earth-Sun L2 – which has Earth constantly between it and the Sun – is a popular destination for infrared
telescopes that need to stay as cold as possible. In this location, a sun shade can simultaneously block the
heat emanating from the Sun and the Earth.
Finally, lunar orbit is a destination that could serve future crewed and robotic activity on the lunar
surface. Spacecraft taking off from the Moon might be fueled by propellant extracted from cold traps at the
lunar poles, and spacecraft descending to the Moon might use fuel produced from NEAs processed in lunar
orbit. Other scenarios would have both Earth-Moon and Earth-Mars traffic routed via the Earth-Moon L1
point where NEA processing would deliver propellant useful on both routes. Taken together, the destinations
and the markets described in Section 6.3.1of the final study will suggest the primary Design Reference
Missions for Space-Based Markets described below:
4.3.2 DRM L1
Earth-Moon L1 offers an attractive place to store and process arriving asteroid material, as well as
to stage propellant depot operations for lunar-derived fuels. Some output will serve local needs (to outfit
missions to the Moon and Mars) and other products will be shipped to GEO and LEO. In general, the higher
and object is in Earth’s gravity well, the less energy is required to reach that location from the orbit of a
NEA; this favors EM L1 as the point of initial processing. However, the “best” trajectories to reach each
potential receiving location, starting from a multiplicity of potential NEA orbits, are yet to be fully
calculated. Due to low outbound energy requirements, L1 offers a unique opportunity to service many
inclinations in Earth orbit without the usual plane change penalty. This makes it a very valuable and unique
location for inbound as well as outbound orbital transfer. Indeed, an L1 traffic control authority will be an
early policy requirement to minimize scheduling and operational conflicts.
4.3.3 DRM GEO
This location is closest to the largest existing in-space market for asteroid resources, and is
reasonably high in the Earth’s gravity well. Processing facilities likely would be established in the graveyard
orbit 300 km above GEO where depleted comsats are stored, to ensure any debris generated does not
interfere with the active satellites below. While it takes more energy to reach GEO than L1 from a NEA
orbit, this is offset to an unknown degree by the fact it is easier to reach from the Earth itself.
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4.3.4 DRM Lunar Orbit
This is the least likely location to process asteroid material. First, it places processed asteroid
materials in the Moon’s gravity well restricting their mobility. In addition, the construction of large-scale
industrial, observation or communication platforms in The Lunar Orbit has limited commercial use; Mars
expeditions would not detour down into the lunar gravity well to get supplies. As noted earlier, even Moon
expeditions would have more flexibility in reaching diverse lunar surface destinations leaving from L1 than
from a fixed lunar orbit. In addition, the instability of Lunar Orbit due to gravitational anomalies on the lunar
surface makes its long-term use hazardous.

4.4 DRMs based on terrestrial markets
The return and sale of asteroid materials into terrestrial markets has been underway for many years.
Asteroids are the only SMR with its own sample return program. About 100kg of meteor samples rain down
upon the Earth annually. As costs for space infrastructure drop, the number of asteroid-derived products sold
on Earth will naturally increase. Short-term terrestrial markets for samples deliberately collected and
returned could include samples for science & collectors, PGMs, REEs, Nickel & industrial metals,
microgravity-processed materials (e.g., protein crystals), other biological research, and so on. Longer term
markets could include lower value materials.
Long-term terrestrial markets could include: Industrial products & specialty manufactured goods.
The NASA NIAC Robotic Asteroid Prospector project recommended a process for evaluation of these
elements, analyzing the value of PGMs and REEs returned to Earth from a near-term mission.
Note that the NASA microgravity research program (1998-2004), ISS Program Office, and Space
Partnerships Program have conducted significant prior research for potential products made in space &
returned to Earth. Many of these could be reevaluated for SMR contribution.

4.5 Recent Commercial Interests in SMR
Within the last decade, a number of private initiatives have surfaced promoting private space
exploration and development. A partial list of companies interested in SMR is below
List of commercial lunar development companies
•
Golden Spike
•
Shackleton Energy Co
•
Moon Express
•
Excalibur Almaz
•
Bigelow Aerospace
List of asteroid development companies
•
Planetary Resources Inc
•
Deep Space Industries
•
Excalibur Exploration
List of commercial Mars development companies
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•
•
•

SpaceX
Inspiration Mars
Mars ONE

Investment in these companies by members of the Forbes Billionaire list is becoming increasingly
fashionable. The list of six space-investing Billionaires (as counted by Forbes) in 20119 has grown to ten in
2013 with a combined net worth of over $106 Billion Dollars as shown in Table 2.1 below. Compare that to
the estimated 2013 NASA budget of $17.8 Billion US Dollars.

Table 1. Billionaire space investors in 201310.

The list of high net-worth individuals investing in space also includes Robert Bigelow (Bigelow Aerospace),
Charles Simonyi (Planetary Resources), Richard Garriott (Visitor to ISS), Mark Shuttleworth (Visitor to
ISS), Anousheh Ansari (X-Prize), Dennis Tito (Inspiration Mars), Bas Lansdorp (Mars One), Naveen Jain
(Moon Express), Barney Pell (Moon Express), Tom Pickens (SpaceHab) and John Carmack (Armadillo
Aerospace). The cumulative wealth of private space investors continues to grow.
Information regarding commercial design reference missions remains sparse. This is partly due to
the proprietary and confidential nature of trade secrets; however, information is steadily making its way into
the public domain.
Mars-bound settlers will no doubt benefit from, and indeed even form a robust market for SMRderived propellants. Recent announcements by SpaceX founder Elon Musk of his desire to build an 80,000strong Mars colony within his lifetime carry significant weight. The number of people who have already
signed up for Bas Lansdorple’s Mars One one-way mission has already exceeded 200,000 people
demonstrating that risk preferences for human Mars exploration are loosening11.
4.5.1 SMR Economic Assessment
Long-term customers for SMR could include users in space as well as on Earth. It is the purpose of
this section to develop then use economic methods in order to estimate the value of SMR commodities in
both situations. While a thorough economic analysis is impossible without access to full information, there
is sufficient current information available to constrain or bound feasible solutions, yielding critical insights
into likely future investment behavior. This approach can also help identify weak assumptions (ones that
need more investigation) as well as enabling technologies (opportunities for private or government
investment). By definition emerging market opportunities never have full information, therefore remain in
the category of high risk investments. Should high ROI be indicated in models, sufficient risk capital could
become available to further refine model inputs, later exploiting real opportunities. Reducing perceived and
actual risk is a well understood process in industry. In general, asteroid platinum-group metals (PGMs) and
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base metals have very high market certainty when considered for terrestrial commodity markets, but suffer
from lower prices than those associated with in-space destinations, as well as strict volume or throughput
limits (small increases in market volume can cause prices to collapse – a common problem faced by Earth’s
mining industry). In comparison, space-based propellants derived from asteroid or Moon/Mars water
deposits have low market certainty, but prices are expected to increase as a function of distance (more
specifically, transportation energy) from Earth’s surface. For the purpose of this evaluation, modeling of
terrestrial markets will be simply done by examining current price and quantity information from existing
exchanges, the results of which will be used for feasibility analysis described later. Due to its novelty and
importance, a quantitative in-space market modeling approach will be developed in a lot more detail below.
4.5.1.1 Modeling SMR Demand Scenarios
The evolutionary path of space markets can be predicted and modeled. Markets on Earth don’t
evolve in a vacuum. They enable each other, and are simply a function of capabilities, technology and
infrastructure. Markets for space resources are likely to follow similar paths to terrestrial analogs,
particularly for the energy, mining and manufacturing. There is much to be learned from terrestrial industrial
examples, and these lessons can be utilized to illuminate a feasible path forward as humanity expands into its
next frontier. Examples include transportation fuels, structural and precious metals, industrial and residential
construction, mining and agriculture, entertainment and tourism.
Markets in space will evolve in a similar path to markets on Earth, constrained by environment and
physics, yet rich with new opportunities. The same basic drivers: consumer needs or desires, the existence of
support infrastructure, emerging extraction or manufacturing technologies, and the creation of transportation
and logistics networks, can help predict whether a commercial concept will either thrive or die on the vine.
These elements can be approximated in order to glimpse how future markets in space are likely to work and
support each other. Understanding how the mining and energy industry work from a mathematical
perspective can illuminate future opportunities and help predict the value of SMR composition, timing and
location.
What is desperately needed is a worldwide market-based vision for moving upward into the next
frontier in an economically sustainable fashion. This can start by making guesses (models) about the nature
& behavior of emerging and potential markets. By linking those models together to bound regions of
technical and economic feasibility, a bigger picture can emerge regarding which development paths for
future space settlements are feasible within a given time frame. An important goal or outcome would be
generation of sufficient information to inform investment decisions as well as the timing of new space
product & service startups. Many of today’s space commercialization concepts are premature. Sadly, good
ideas that die on the vine due to lack of capital (or by providing products or services for markets that don't
exist yet) could flourish under more mature conditions. Identifying boundary layers, factors or metrics to
“keep an eye on” can help with synchronizing timing and opportunity management.
4.5.1.2 A Space Infrastructure Development Framework
One approach to understanding future markets for SMR is to develop a modeling framework that can
begin to quantify the anticipated demand behavior of future economic agents. This is the approach taken by
members of the SMR team, which has developed a Space Infrastructure Development Framework which will
serve as a starting point or reference model for probabilistic demand modeling. To envision the start of a
deep space economy, team members constructed this Framework to model the values and variables of
nascent space commerce based on the ultimate consumer: a future human space colonist. This model posits
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starting point estimates for potential markets, customer needs, and capital requirements for the development
of human habitation and industry in space, thus creating a starting point for an iterative process that can be
used to solve for those very values. By assuming future demand, engineering and costing can begin to
converge on whether that demand can be met in a profitable fashion, completing one iteration or turn of the
model. Human space development will eventually include space infrastructure, colonies, settlements,
stations, and mining and processing operations. One important “background reference” for estimating the
future impact and cost of these elements lies within the engineering, cost and operations experience of
NASA, which is a large-scale human spaceflight organization with sufficient openness to understand how it
operates and makes decisions. The NASA budget and programmatic experience can serve as an important
meter stick against which to measure or estimate private space investment.
4.5.1.3 Quantitative Space Demand Modeling
An important and enabling assumption of SMR is that humans will progressively develop
infrastructure for living and working in space. In the current century this infrastructure could support from
hundreds to thousands of people on the Moon, Mars and NEOs, and eventually grow to millions of people
across the Solar System. A space infrastructure development framework is modeled, positing transportation
nodes and human settlement destinations in order to estimate the growth of infrastructure in terms of time as
well as the number of people living continuously in space. These space settlers will serve as the basis for the
demand of future commodities and products manufactured in space. By using human settlers as the basis for
demand projections, standard methods and results of demographic analysis can be projected into future
scenarios, thus creating a quantitative basis for predicting future commodity and end product usage that
leverages current trends and marketing data.
The first anticipated commodity with strong projected demand is water. Water has been shown to
exist on the Moon and in the asteroids in varying conditions and concentrations, including recently
discovered high-grade deposits at the lunar poles. For certain asteroids, the Delta V to return payload to a
stable orbit in the Earth-Moon system (i.e. proximal to customers) from the asteroid could be less than to
enter and escape from the Moon’s gravity well. Although for many of these low-energy transfer
opportunities there can be a long waiting period. Under these conditions water from asteroids could present a
competitive advantage over lunar water. For customers in space, both sources offer an absolute advantage
over water from the Earth in terms of the physics of mass transfer given current transportation technology.
Translating advantageous physics into an economic opportunity, however, requires the right alignment of
technology, cost and markets.
The primary output of the Space Infrastructure Forecast (SIF) is the anticipated annual demand for water at
various system nodes from Low-Earth Orbit to the surface of Mars. Water demand is expected to be driven
by a combination of propellant refueling requirements and human consumption of air, water and food. In
addition, a space infrastructure development framework based on human consumers could also be later
expanded to accommodate other potential lunar or asteroid products including structural metals (Al, Fe, Mn,
Ni, Si, Ti), platinum group metals (PGM), regolith for radiation shielding, regolith to provide soil for
agriculture, and scientific samples.
4.5.1.4 Number of People Living in Space Continuously
An important variable of the SIF model shows the projected number of people living continuously in
space at the end of each 15-year increment. This population forms the basis or source of demand for modeled
commodities, consumables, or future products produced and delivered in space. This project uses the term
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“continuously” instead of permanently because the later would imply that the people would not return to
Earth. Rather, the estimates assume there would be a given number of berths within a reusable transportation
network that will be continuously occupied by crew members or inhabitants that would be free to rotate back
to the Earth at the end of their “mission,” tour, or sojourn. Therefore, the Space Infrastructure Forecast (SIF)
would not require people to move "permanently" to space, nor would it require them to live out the
remainder of their lives there. The assumed start year for the model is 2010, roughly the date six people
began living continuously on the ISS. The growth projection for 2025 shows a doubling to a value of 12,
then into a gradual geometric increase in later periods due to the assumed increasing use of SMR thus colony
'independence' from terrestrial constraints. One way to envision or understand this model is that presently
there is at present only one real contender for deep space exploration – the Chinese government (while
Russia could also be included, NASA has clearly taken itself out of the game). By 2025, it is possible that
more than one NewSpace company will become a contender to send humans beyond LEO (e.g. ExcaliburAlmaz, Golden Spike, Shackleton, Inspiration Mars/Paragon SDC, SpaceX/Virgin Galactic, Bigelow,
Boeing, and MarsOne). A risk-constraint framework would suggest that the likelihood of any one them
succeeding is the inverse of the number of contenders. It is also likely that in the end some of the current
actors will merge into a larger team than have been created to date for the NASA Commercial Crew and
Cargo or Google Lunar-X Prize. As this series of estimates expands out to the 5th period, the average in
space population extends to 26,046 humans. Admittedly, this analytical approach is crude and starving for
data, but it helps to provide the larger framework to conceptualize the deep space infrastructure and the
economy that will demand it, and serves as a point of departure for calculating the engineering and
technology requirements to serve that future potential human population.
4.5.1.5 Life Cycle Cost in a Developing Solar System
Thanks to an all-expendable paradigm, spacecraft development and launch costs are currently a
function of distance or energy. For launch, this is due to the exponential decrease in payload as you get
higher in the vehicle stack. For spacecraft, this is due to communication complexity (delay and distance),
required autonomy, environmental hostility and the need for high reliability. All of these factors are
mitigated by having humans nearby. The availability of refueling technology, local operations and routine
maintenance will cause significant changes to the all-expendable paradigm, dramatically lowering costs. For
costs beyond LEO, today’s aerospace industry continues to operate on the tip of an exponential function - the
rocket equation. Economic evaluation reveals a hidden assumption that it is “normal” to amortize a capital
asset in one trip. Reusability can linearize the cost equation, decoupling it from the rocket equation, and
allows capital to be more effectively employed. All one needs is a series of one or more fuel stops.
The high cost of space access is actually enabling for SMR. Indeed, it is the key to pricing models for SMR.
The ability to sell items on the lunar surface to a customer for more than $1,000k/kg, or in LEO for $10k/kg
makes SMR appear to be a really good idea. If space access became very low cost, why not export
everything to space from Earth?
4.5.1.6 Feasibility Analysis: Comparing Costs and Revenues
Sustainable development of solar system resources will require identifying profitable conditions for
lunar or asteroid mining. An integrated technical-economic approach can become a useful tool for
identifying and bounding feasible regions for future private investment in space resources, and has
successfully been applied to the lunar ice mining case12. Objectives of SMR technical analysis must include
examining asteroid mining in terms of means, methods, and systems. Economic analysis will build upon
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those results by adding a layer of estimated development, production and operations costs for various
scenarios or use cases, then comparing the costs at various points within the life cycle to a market and
pricing model of expected consumer behavior.
The challenge of asteroid mining can be decomposed into four key efforts including mission and
trajectory design, spacecraft design, mining and processing technology for microgravity and vacuum
operations, and how these efforts can add up to a business case. Context is important – commercial asteroid
mining will depend on a robust set of future capabilities including a Venus orbit NEO observatory,
commercial transport for crew and cargo, and an Earth-Moon Lagrange Points (EMLP) propellant depot and
mission staging platform, as well as other infrastructure nodes to deliver water and other products to
customers ranging from LEO to Mars.
An analytical assessment process can be used to determine if identified asteroid mining business
cases are viable. Economic modeling tools can create a set of point estimates that define a feasible region in
market, cost and technical space using commercial investment standards. Technical and architectural
parameters can generate a systems-level supply function, which can drive a detailed cost model. Starting
with a conservative cost basis for spacecraft systems and components, a life cycle costing layer can be added
to account for launch, operations and maintenance choices. A separate demand function can be created using
terrestrial metals data combined with projected in-space products and customers. Equilibrium point
estimates can result from mapping variations in supply and demand assumptions to illuminating feasible
regions that would normally attract commercial investment under terrestrial conditions and risk preferences.
4.5.1.7 Advanced Manufacturing Will Enable New Space Markets
The revolution in 3D printing is accelerating the growth of automated manufacturing technology
while drawing the attention of the investment community into a new set of commercial products, services
and capabilities. Space mineral resources stand to reap the rewards of this investment as this largely private
development effort produces new tools for turning raw materials into finished products. Indeed, low gravity
is anticipated to offer an ideal environment for increasing the scale of manufacturing by one or more orders
of magnitude vs. conventional systems in use today. The system offered will depend upon robust in-situ
space power (solar or nuclear) combined with material feedstocks such as scavenged orbital debris or
asteroidal resources and will therefore contribute to the emergence of a larger economy. Markets and
customer profiles are the foundation of the business model, and will form a key element of this paper.
Anticipated customers could include: Space habitats, stations and industrial facilities; Building large beams
in LEO or geostationary orbit to anchor growing aggregates for communication or remote sensing;
Components for space solar power systems; Key elements of human solar system exploration systems such
as radiation shielding; and, repair or replacement items for other damaged infrastructure.
Technology for in-space additive manufacturing and robotic assembly will enable many new
commercial markets and serving NASA’s vision, including remote systems repair and refurbishment , the
ability to create new value from space debris, repairing ISS components, remote satellite reconditioning,
rocket motor reconditioning (new thrust chambers can be made using laser sintering of powdered metals),
the creation of large-scale space structures in LEO and GEO, even enabling in-space manufacturing of highmass space solar power system elements (structural support and heavy mechanisms). If methods for
extrusion of tubing in space are developed, radiators and other fluidic components could be manufactured
using in-situ resources. Chemical vapor deposition of metal tanks and other complex closed fluid handling
shapes could be enabled by the Carbonyl iron and nickel processes. If thin film deposition in microgravity
and the natural vacuum of space is perfected (e.g. finishing the work started by the wake shield facility),
automated space manufacturing of solar cells, sensors (thermal, mechanical, etc.), adaptive optics and
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electronic components would become enabled. Adding lithographic techniques would enable the potential
for semiconductors and other nanotechnology systems to be manufactured without today’s required
environmental containment systems. Access to square kilometers of 25 Kelvin cryogenic, ultra-high vacuum
environments (such as found at the lunar poles) could enable breakthroughs in science, technology or
manufacturing due to the current high cost of creating similar features in labs on Earth. Large-scale space
manufacturing will take advantage of different scaling laws and fundamental limits of physics, in the longerterm enabling the reforming of asteroids into G.K. O'Neil-style space colonies. Novel structural designs that
could never be built in 1-g will be enabled, such as gossamer antennas and kilometer-long connecting beams.
The ability to repair, build and assemble spacecraft, satellites, telescopes and other devices in space
has been underway for some time. The Russian MIR program as well as current International Space Station
offers a rich set of well-documented examples of how to do construction and assembly in microgravity.
Lessons learned can inform mathematical models of the maximum buildup rates for more advanced
infrastructure, such as a transportation-logistics node and propellant depot at L1. Combining manufacturing
with assembly will enable more complex systems to be made in space, creating a source for on-demand
tools, parts and other equipment enabling public and private space stations, hotels and commercial facilities
to become within reach. An exponential decrease in dependency on Earth will follow, reducing launch mass
and costs for Moon, Mars, and asteroid missions. New aerospace businesses, such as space-based solar
power and low-cost private hotels will be enabled. Manufacturing capabilities on planetary outposts will
depend on SMR for their input feedstocks.

4.6 Material (Ores) Acquisition
Space miners can acquire asteroid ore and process it on site, shipping out only the refined
components or they could transport raw or beneficiated ore to stable locations near or on Earth for
processing. Both approaches may make sense for particular applications in various situations. On-site
processing saves transportation costs by shipping only the valuable portion of the NEA. The challenge is that
NEAs have low-energy near-Earth approaches infrequently, so the wait between placing processing
equipment on an NEA and its next close pass when products can be shipped can be ten, twenty or even fifty
years. Many more NEAs and their orbits need to be charted to see if on-site processing can be accomplished
in time periods that make economic sense.
The alternative is to move raw asteroid material into a parking orbit near Earth or directly to Earth,
either by moving an entire small NEA (one to ten meters diameter) or by collecting parts of a larger NEA
and delivering that subsample. Small NEAs by their very nature are difficult to spot from Earth, and hard to
acquire and track by spacecraft sent out to find them in the vastness of interplanetary space. Medium NEAs
are more plentiful in the existing NEA database, and easier to spot and track by approaching spacecraft.
Some, such as asteroid 25143 Itoakawa, are littered with boulders that presumably could be collected and
delivered back to an Earth orbit. Others appear relatively smooth and may require some means to acquire a
subsample – shearing, shattering or drilling to create a piece of the right size for transport.
Ore acquisition from the Moon or Mars follows a more traditional formula. The lunar and mars vision
for materials acquisition equipment is extensive, with growing detail on technical features, yet typically
converges on the common look of terrestrial mining equipment due to similar gravity. Example mining
systems are shown below. One important difference is the increase in tractive effort (the pressure equipment
needs to exert on the “ground” to create a given forward force) needed for excavation for the Moon vs. Earth.
The opposite is true for hauling, which is easier on the Moon as long as momentum effects are not extreme.
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4.7 Processing (Ores In, Products Out)
The two primary materials of value expected from asteroids are volatiles and nickel-iron mixtures.
Volatiles will be comprised of many elements and compounds (water, ammonia, carbon monoxide and
kerogen are expected to be abundant). In addition to nickel-iron (natural stainless steel), much smaller
amounts of precious metals are expected.
Asteroid processing likely will begin with a subset of processing steps shown below to extract the
elements or compounds with the highest immediate value. The residue of these initial processes may be
stored until demand for them increases, or less-expensive ways to unlock them are perfected. Material left
over after the majority is processed into high-value outputs still has value for the in-space market as radiation
shielding.

Figure 5. Asteroid material processing options and products (courtesy Deep Space Industries).

The circuit above could also extract metal from lunar soil, given the eons of bombardment of asteroidal
materials onto the Moon also extract metal from lunar soil, given the eons of bomasteroidal composition by
mass). Lunar polar volatile processing would follow a similar yet somewhat simpler process, using
condensers to capture water vapor for refining and later product delivery. Condensation of water vapor could
be done using either pumps (for sealed systems) or cold plates (for open systems). Other lunar polar volatiles
of interest such as NH3 (a source of the atmospheric conditioner N2) could also be captured this way.

4.8 Summary Evaluation of SMR Systems Types Examined
Classification of SMR systems by type or class can help identify uses, critical technologies and
supporting systems. A commodity-based approach is first offered to frame customers and uses. Next, a
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geologic context is offered to highlight differences in each class of space resource. The role of orbital
dynamics is evaluated, especially with regard to the tradeoff between time and energy. Finally, the role of
exploration is placed within its proper context, as a supporting activity to expand the inventory of valuable
resource targets.
An economic commodity perspective will also be offered for the evaluation of SMR. This
viewpoint illustrates both the terrestrial industrial technology needed to create these products, as well as
framing the potential customers for SMR. Commodities are openly traded and standardized products such as
.99 or .999 purity copper or gold, but could also include other novel products that are so ubiquitous that they
become standard products producible from most SMR sources and driving a standard market price at many
destinations.

5. SMR SUPPORTING SYSTEMS
Supporting systems for SMR should be based on a reusable paradigm that embraces repair and
maintenance rather than expendability. For example, terrestrial mining equipment uses replaceable parts on a
daily basis, and to expect to be able to design SMR systems for long duration missions without a stock of
replacement parts would be to design for failure.
The expendable paradigm of space flight is seriously flawed. Discarding capital equipment after
one use is an easy way to run costs upward to infinity, while constraining expectations regarding
accessibility to the space frontier. For example, most private entrepreneurs consider it inefficient that NASA
is entertaining that a $115 billion investment in the International Space Station be discarded. Examples of
this type of wasteful thinking abound starting with scrapping the Apollo Saturn launch vehicle factory, not
using the Skylab Reboost Module to retain the first US space station, and the cancellation of the Space
Launch Initiative (a well-funded program to build a timely replacement for the aging orbiter that was shut
down in 2002). The flawed logic of wasting infrastructure is intimately tied to the expendable rocket
paradigm, where booster stages are designed to progressively separate from the payload that is trying to
reach orbit. Design for space transportation system reuse as well as maintenance will sharply reduce systems
reliability requirements and therefore costs, rewards modular systems architecture (plug and play
components such as batteries and sensor platforms which could be transferred to other units), and opens the
door to mass production, standards and interoperability. The ultimate objective should be development of an
integrated transportation infrastructure designed for routine, inexpensive, and daily transportation to GEO
and beyond; and return.
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5.1 Earth-to-Orbit Transportation

Figure 6. Earth to orbit transportation cost range.

The expendable Earth-to-Orbit (ETO) approach got the US to the Moon. However, its cost was
very high due to risk and complexity. No replacement for the Saturn 1C stage has yet been reproduced by a
US launch vehicle manufacturer, and cost estimates for the nearest current equivalent, Ares 5, remain in the
mid-billions. There may be a better approach – one that demonstrates an on-orbit critical SMR capability –
refueling from a terrestrially-supplied propellant depot. Heavy lift launch can be replaced by refueling and
on orbit assembly. Studies have shown a significant performance increase with on-orbit operations and
refueling (see Figure below).

Figure 7. Significant LV performance increases due to dual launch with depot13.

In addition to the savings and performance promised by refueling, other strategies are possible for reducing
the high cost of space launch. There is a belief that lowering launch costs will increase flight rates. Demand
curves that are normal and elastic behave this way, and there is no reason to doubt that added capacity and
lower cost will have an accelerating effect on space settlement.
However, enabling heavier payloads or lowering costs solves only part of the problem. One of the
fundamental constraints of space launch is not only launch mass but also payload faring size. This is due to
the aerodynamic loading constraints of launch. The size (diameter) limit of space launch is harshly enforced
by nature. A solution to this, in addition to on-orbit assembly, is in-space manufacturing. Note that ISS
would not have been launchable in its current configuration using a single vehicle.
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5.2 In-Space Transportation

Ad Astra Rocket Company’s concept for a VASIMR® solar-electric space tug for asteroid retrieval

A critical requirement for successful SMR is a robust and economically sustainable in-space
transportation infrastructure based on high power electric propulsion. Chemical upper stages will support
human fast forays in cislunar space but will not be capable of the high payload capacity delivered by high
specific impulse electric rockets. Fortunately, these technologies, involving high power solar arrays and
advanced plasma rockets, are rapidly coming of age. Once resource prospectors are deployed, large capacity
solar-electric space tugs will be necessary to either transport the asteroid material to more convenient mining
sites or transport and maintain the required machinery if the mining is to be done in-situ. A recent study14 by
Ad Astra Rocket Company has explored the strong cost dependence on electric propulsion system power for
returning a medium sized known NEA to the vicinity of the Moon.
Excess transportation capability for Moon-Mars space access is within easy reach should currently
expendable systems start to be refueled and reused. The relevant example is the Centaur upper stage, which
is currently used once before it is parked or discarded. Over 100 Centaurs remain in orbit, waiting for a
propellant source. Extensive published work maps the technology demonstration paths to a fully reusable
Centaur. The reuse of upper stages could extend the reach of many of today’s international launch vehicles.
In fact, models showing reuse of upper stages typically encounter a very big problem: identification of
customers to use the excess capacity. Space settlement and the creative vision of entrepreneurs offer an easy
solution to this problem.

5.3 Future Spacelift Infrastructure
A recent IAA study resulted in “Space Elevators seem Feasible!15” Although the development of
the tether material is currently at a TRL level of 1 or 2, the potential is remarkable and worth projecting.
When the space elevator is operational, the infrastructure would include up to five pairs of space elevators
around the globe. Each would provide daily, routine, and safe delivery of 14 metric tons of customer
payload to GEO. The paradigm of expendable space flight vehicles is eliminated by a robust capability that
can not only deliver over 5,000 metric tons to GEO per year; but, can bring “product” back to the surface of
the Earth similar to \train or shipborne approaches. The option of a design reference mission should be
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developed looking at bringing space minerals back to the Apex Anchor of the space elevator [altitude –
100,000 km).

5.4 Radiation Considerations
Human missions to the asteroids, outside the protective shielding provided by the geomagnetic
field, will potentially expose the crew to the deleterious consequences of energetic particle impingement due
to Galactic Cosmic Radiation (GCR) and Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) events. In addition to
carcinogenesis, degenerative tissue effects such as cataracts, heart disease and damage to the central nervous
system can be incurred and recent experiments suggest that human exposure in space might also accelerate
the development of Alzheimer’s disease (this latter possibility has yet to be confirmed).
The relationship between radiation exposure and dose and risk is age and gender specific due to
latency effects, differences in tissue types and sensitivities and differences between genders with regard to
average life spans. Permissible Exposure Limits (PELs) for human crews are chosen to prevent in-flight
risks deemed to be prejudicial to mission success, while also limiting chronic risks to acceptable levels based
on legal, ethical and financial considerations. Exposures are required to be ‘As Low As Reasonably
Achievable’ (ALARA) so as to make every reasonable effort to maintain exposures as far below the dose
limits as is practical’. The application of ALARA dictates that measures are taken during both the design
and operational phases of a crewed spacecraft to manage, and limit, personnel exposures to ionizing
radiation.
The space agencies impose short term as well as career dose limits for astronauts to constrain to an
acceptable level the increased risk for astronaut crews of contracting cancer. In this context at NASA,
exposure to radiation during the career of a particular astronaut is required not to exceed a 3% Risk of
Exposure Induced Death (REID) from fatal cancers. An ancillary requirement assures that this risk is not
exceeded at a 95% confidence level, using a statistical assessment of the uncertainties in the risk projection
calculations to limit the cumulative effective dose received by an astronaut throughout his/her career.
Modeling of the energetic particle radiation environment in LEO and BLEO has been implemented
in America, China, Europe, Japan and Russia. Recent (unique) measurements of energetic particle radiation
in inter-planetary space made aboard the NASA Mars
Science Laboratory (MSL) by the RAD instrument indicated that, over the outbound and inbound legs of an
180-day x 2 deep-space mission using current shielding and propulsion techniques, the dose equivalent was
0.66 ± 0.12 Sv, which approaches two-thirds of the career exposure limit recognized at NASA to carry a 3%
increased risk of fatal cancer at the upper 95% confidence level It was noted that only 5% of the
contribution to the measured dose equivalent during the cruise to Mars was due to SEPs and it was surmised
that the SEP contribution could conceivably be many times larger in a different time frame.
The career dose limits assigned to astronauts in LEO are presently not standardized among the
agencies and no limits are as yet adopted for BLEO. Until the large uncertainties in estimating the risks to
health accruing to human irradiation under micro-gravity conditions are better understood, the problem of
assigning limits for BLEO cannot be meaningfully addressed internationally. Meanwhile, the preliminary
results of IAA Cosmic Study 3.19/1.10 which specifically studies the current situation regarding
“Standardized Career Dose Limits in LEO and the outlook for BLEO” suggest that it appears likely that
those agencies which will in the future individually (or co-operatively) launch human missions to explore
deep space will agree within their own communities what can be an acceptable risk to onboard personnel in
order to successfully achieve the objectives of the particular mission they are mounting. If that should be the
case, since human missions to asteroids will probably be mounted by commercial entities rather than by
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governmental agencies, it will be necessary for this community to investigate in depth the technical, legal
and ethical implications of dealing with the radiation risks incurred in mounting asteroid mining missions.
A recommendation of the present study is that Space Technology Ireland, Ltd. (sited at the National
University of Ireland, Maynooth) should establish and chair a trade study of interested stakeholders to
evaluate ways and means of dealing with the various challenges posed to space mining by the long term
space radiation environment, which the present draft study has identified to constitute a major technical
challenge to large scale asteroid mining operations.
As a first step, the radiation potentially incurred on a return mission to asteroid 2001 QJ142 (diameter
45-200 m) could be estimated. A recent study in the U.S. by the Constellation Program’s Advanced Projects
Office, examined the feasibility of sending the Orion Crew Capsule (also referred to as the Crew
Exploration Vehicle/ CEV) to this and other asteroids and the mission scenario adopted for the 2001 QJ142
opportunity could be adopted when assessing the radiation risk posed to onboard personnel .
Launch date;
Mission duration
JPL Orbit Condition Code

April 2024,
200 days
0 (as required before a mission launch)

Mitigating measures that would involve technical, as well as onboard risk-management, strategies would also
be considered.

6. TECHNOLOGY READINESS AND RISK ASSESSMENT
Technology and risk are intimately connected. Technological investment is generally seen as a way
to “buy off” or reduce system, component and process risk. Considering this, it is important to remember that
the Apollo Program provides proof that new technology is not actually a requirement for human space
access. It is neither necessary nor sufficient. Yet, the lack of technology has become a new excuse for
program failure. Indeed, advancing technologies have become the rationale for many elements of NASA’s
budget. However, finishing a new technology is disruptive to ‘business as usual’ and is often inhibited by
vested interests within the rival NASA centers. This institutionalizes conflict within a government
bureaucracy by creating vested interests at odds with each other, while orphaning many promising leads.
That said, the growing library of half-finished aerospace technology may have a silver lining in that is will
perhaps enable commercial space enterprise. For example, the TransHab technology purchased from NASA
by Robert Bigelow has found new life and is leading to new innovations in Bigelow’s hands.
The same process and opportunity applies to risk. Drawing larger boundaries around aerospace risk
profiles yields a startling insight: Programmatic risk is responsible for most space agency failures. Extensive
effort is put into minimizing architectural, systems or component risk. Mission success depends on a low
probability of failure. However, the huge price tags and long lead times needed to ensure a “low risk” human
lunar mission (e.g. the Constellation Program) end up canceling one human lunar return program after
another.

7. SMR POLICY, LEGAL AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The current body of international space law, known as the Corpus Juris Spatialis (CJS), is haunted by
a number of ambiguities and issues that have led to outright confusion and blatant misconception. Of these
problems, the largest is the confusion surrounding the use and extraction of mineral resources from space.
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This uncertainty has left many pondering the legality of privately harvesting the mineral bounty of space and
whether or not it can even be legally harvested. However, a thorough analysis will conclude that space
resources may be freely harvested and that sovereign nations are not prevented from exercising the inherent
powers of governance over their own constituents and affairs.

7.1 Legal Background
The CJS had its first major development with the creation of the United Nations Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (hereinafter COPUOS) in 1958. Realizing that space law inherently invokes
issues of international scope, the U.N. General Assembly created COPUOS as an international forum to
consider and discuss the emerging issues in space law. COPUOS has seventy-four member states, and it has
facilitated nearly all major space agreements. 16 COPUOS was a key player in the development of the CJS, 17
and is still relevant today. However, the topic of space law is becoming increasingly contentious as
individual nations seek to develop and expand space law, and its many ambiguities, in different directions
thereby increasing tensions.
The CJS can be thought of as “all international and national legal rules and principles which govern
the exploration and use of outer space by States, international organizations, private persons and
companies.”18 Thus, space law itself is generally derived from three sources: international agreement,
customary international law, and domestic legislation. Interestingly, space law has also been shaped by
analogous comparison with other areas of international law such as the law of the sea and the Antarctic
treaties. This borrowing of principles and norms has allowed for a more structured, if not predictive,
understanding of developing space law. Such analogous precedents have greatly shaped and informed the
interactions of actors within this legal sphere; but, they have fallen short of providing a framework that fits
perfectly.

7.2 Treaties Concerning Space Mineral Resources
Treaties comprise the majority of international space law. One treaty in particular is the most relevant
when discussing space mineral resources: the 1967 Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in
the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (hereinafter Outer
Space Treaty or OST).This treaty provides both confusion and clarity on the subject, and deserves immediate
attention.
The present CJS has been shaped and informed almost entirely by treaty. The field is relatively new
enough, and so potentially mutable, that customary international law has been unable to form around any but
the simplest and most obvious of legal concepts. 19 Thus, while customary international law certainly
influences the CJS, the first step should be an examination of existing treaty law. Because of this, it will be
important to briefly cover the fundamentals of treaty interpretation. The Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties (hereinafter Vienna Convention) is the prime source in the interpretation of treaties. 20, 21 In its most
basic form, the Vienna Convention declares that “a State is obliged to refrain from acts which would defeat
the object and purpose of a treaty,” and that “every treaty in force is binding upon the parties to it and must
be performed by them in good faith.” 22 In short, each state is to perform its duties under a treaty in good
faith. However, issues can arise when parties disagree on the meaning and purpose behind a treaty. The
Vienna Convention also provides a framework for sorting out such disagreements. 23 In the event that the
rules of the Vienna Convention cannot resolve an ambiguity, the International Court of Justice can be
employed by the parties to resolve the issue or the parties can solve the issue amongst themselves. In
practice, situations often occur where a state must interpret a treaty unilaterally; and, provided that the
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interpretation is in good faith and not referred to the International Court of Justice, that interpretation should
stand at least for that party. 24
With a working interpretation established, subsequent practices and agreements, tacit or explicit, will
continue to shape the treaty creating the potential for a dynamic definition over time. 25 Finally, international
law itself is permissive in nature, if a certain action is not expressly forbidden, literally or by clear
implication, it is expressly allowable26 – the CJS is no exception.
The OST states that space and celestial bodies are free to be explored and used “for the benefit and in
the interests of all countries,” that outer space “shall be the province of mankind,” that outer space and
celestial bodies are “not subject to national appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or
occupation, or by any other means,” and that “[s]tates party to the treaty shall bear international
responsibility for national activities in outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies.” The net
effect of these provisions is that some scholars feel this requires the profits or other tangible benefits derived
from the commercial use of space or the use of space resources for private purposes should somehow be
shared with all nations, regardless of their participation in space activities. Such an obligation, however, does
not exist in current law and especially not under the OST. It is sometimes suggested that the OST’s
prohibition on appropriation prevents the unilateral harvesting of space mineral resources; this is untrue.
Outer space is not subject to “national appropriation” by “claim of sovereignty” or “by any other means.”
This, however, is referring to the claim of new physical territory, and it profoundly differs from the terrestrial
practice of claiming new territories recognized by international law and practiced throughout all of human
history. It is now generally accepted that claiming areas, such as claiming ownership of land on the moon, is
against both the OST and customary international law. Nothing in the OST, however, prohibits commercial
use and private development of space resources. For example, every State that has engaged in space activity
has already appropriated certain space based resources for their own scientific and non-scientific uses.
Resources such as solar winds, light, and mineral resources, including Moon rocks, are all routinely utilized
in commercial actions.

7.3 Customary International Law Relating to Space Mineral Resources
International agreement forms the main body of international space law; but, customary international law
(hereinafter CIL) is nearly as important. CIL has long been recognized; and, the International Court of
Justice is generally considered the first authority in defining CIL. While CIL specific to space is relatively
sparse within the CJS, it nonetheless exists and defines certain parameters of acceptable conduct. 27 Also, it
is tempting to disregard CIL given that it is so spare and relatively underdeveloped within the CJS. However,
it is important to discuss CIL because now is the time to begin establishing the norms and practices that will
drive SMR for the foreseeable future. By being mindful of how CIL forms and changes, present actors are
better equipped to act prudently so that the resulting norms of international law will reflect wisdom and
thoughtfulness.
CIL can generally be seen as a horizontal system in which states, 28 as putatively equal sovereigns, 29
come together and, through the practices and expectations of the large majority, form a body of law that is
binding upon all. 30 Over time, certain norms emerge through practice and expectation with some being
binding in only a looser sense, whereas others can achieve a specific status as inviolate or sacrosanct.
CIL is considered binding upon all parties and its obligations are universal. CIL consists of two
elements: general patterns of practice or behavior and general patterns of legal expectations or Opinio Juris.
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If both elements are simultaneously present at the right moment, then it is likely that the behaviors and
expectations will merge to form a new rule of CIL. However, exceptions do exist, and CIL can form around
specific situations, parties, or even geographical areas. The first prong of CIL, general patterns of practice or
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behavior, is generally parsed from the observation of a stable theme of widespread conduct by the whole of
relevant actors. 32 Though many sources declared that only states may participate in the formation of these
norms, a modern trend is the recognition that entities other than states can, and always have, helped create
CIL.
The prong of general patterns of practice is especially important in understanding the CIL within the
CJS. Increasingly, private actors front a presence in space; and, their choices and actions play an important
role in setting the culture of space, and hence, the resultant CIL. Non-state actors are not only acting
privately, but under the authority of state bodies as well (see Vienna Convention, re: states’ responsibilities
for it’s citizens). Specifically, domestic laws and other state-based actions can, and will, greatly color the
resulting CIL. What began as a treaty can grow into CIL, and what began as domestic laws of conduct can
direct the practices and behaviors of those bound by these domestic laws creating more general patterns of
practice and behavior.
The second prong of CIL is Opinio Juris, or a general pattern of legal expectation among human
kind. Opinio Juris should be derived from the most comprehensive base possible; and, the intensity,
duration, and awareness of such beliefs should be closely examined. The Opinio Juris of the CJS appears
much more diverse than the general patterns of practice, if for no other reason than that anyone can write
about the law, as only a select few are in a position to actually reach outer space.
With both prongs of CIL accepted generally, even if not universally, a new rule can then emerge. 33
Also among the basic principles of CIL are the rules of interaction between it and treaties. In cases of
conflict between ordinary treaty and ordinary CIL, there is a split view as to which should prevail. Some
sources consider treaty and CIL to be coequal; and, unless parties agree otherwise, a treaty will supersede a
prior inconsistent rule of CIL. Other sources submit that CIL is formed from the general patterns of all
mankind, and its universal nature cannot be trumped. These points will become very important within the
CJS as space is further developed. For example, it is argued that the OST, or portions of it, have become
CIL. If this is so, to what degree are these norms violable? How strongly are these norms established, and
what is necessary to dissolve or cement them? These questions are extremely pertinent when discussing the
mineral resources of space. If private harvesting is proper (as this work demonstrates), then each successive
effort will further define and cement the legitimacy of such activities. This is especially important in the
early stages of resource development because those early efforts are what set the tone and atmosphere for the
resultant legal norms.
7.3.1. Analysis and Explanation of why Resource Extraction is Permissible
The first step in understanding why resource extraction is permissible under international law is to
understand the language and definitions used in constructing the CJS. The most important thing to do is
understand the scope of the CJS and to understand where it does and does not apply.
7.3.1.1 Scope of the OST
The universe, being the sum of all creation, is unimaginably vast in its potential and variation. The
legal size of the universe, according to the CJS, is only slightly less infinite because the earth is the sole area
upon which the CJS does not control due to the wording of the OST. Turning once more to the Vienna
Convention, one remembers that treaties are to be interpreted “in good faith in accordance with the ordinary
meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose.”
First, the CJS’s primary focus seems to be mostly focus on maintaining the free, peaceful, and
productive use of space. Thus, any definition should align with those goals. The OST refers to “the moon and
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other celestial bodies,” as being “not subject to national appropriation or claim of sovereignity” but “for the
benefit of all mankind.” A bit more light is shed by Article I of the 1979 Moon Treaty which states that
1. The provisions of this Agreement relating to the Moon shall also apply to other celestial
bodies within the solar system, other than the Earth, except insofar as specific legal norms
enter into force with respect to any of these celestial bodies.
2. For the purposes of this Agreement reference to the Moon shall include orbits around or
other trajectories to or around it.
3. This Agreement does not apply to extraterrestrial materials which reach the surface of the
Earth by natural means.
While it is certainly true that the Moon Treaty is not controlling due to its near total failure, it might be
useful as supplemental evidence of the meaning behind both “appropriation” and “benefit”” as it is used in
the CJS. Because the meaning of treaties can be dynamic in the face of “any relevant rules of international
law applicable in the relations between the parties” it is perhaps probable that the rejection of the Moon
Treaty illuminates the subsequent and dynamic practices and understandings surrounding these applications
to SMR.
It is not necessary that a perfect definition be created, merely one that fits properly within the legal
landscape of the CJS. Indeed, nations will very much be forced into defining certain aspects of the CJS. The
Vienna Convention and CIL require that nations employ domestic legislation without delay or impediment to
enable and support binding international law. Thus, the development of the CJS and the resolution of its
definitional ambiguities should stem, at least partly, from domestic interpretations.
7.3.1.2 Space Policy: Where Treaty Law Stops, Policy Begins
The Policy of the United States, and others, is that they will not participate in the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) or the Moon Treaty as those agreements seek to
systematically prohibit the profit motive that so many democratic societies see as essential to their way of
life. The failure of the Moon Treaty is specifically due to the unwillingness of countries to limit their access
to the Moon and other celestial bodies—whether for profit, research, or some other, to be determined,
purpose.
As with UNCLOS, many countries have specifically NOT acceded to its International Seabed
Authority so as to continue their efforts to mine the seabed.34
CIL is, therefore, the policy of why countries do not accede to treaties and customary norms as much
as it is due to the treaties they do ratify and the norms they do accept. The designation of the Moon and
other celestial bodies to be the common heritage of mankind does not, in any way, preclude their exploration
or their exploitation. Recalling the non-appropriation principle of the OST, it is clear that it is attempting to
deny states the ability to claim sovereignty over new territory; thus, allowing for “free access to all areas of
celestial bodies” (as described in Article I) is paramount. In addition, the failed (ratified by only 15 nations)
Moon Treaty was not signed nor ratified by any space-faring nation except India. This lack of acceptance is
equally binding as to its designed failure.
The “why not” of signing, or ratifying, the Moon Treaty when the Outer Space Treaty had been
signed, ratified, and in force seems to be specifically based upon Article XI that requires the sharing of
resources and profits from the Moon and other celestial bodies. The “common heritage of mankind”
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language is also seen in the OST. The Moon treaty, however, takes it several steps further in Paragraph 3 of
Article XI which says:
“Neither the surface nor the subsurface of the Moon, nor any part thereof or natural resources in
place, shall become the property of any state, international intergovernmental or non-governmental
organization, national organization or non-governmental entity or of any natural person”
Paragraph 7 of Article XI requires the “equitable sharing by all states parties in the benefits derived
from those resources.” This is specifically why it is a failed treaty. Governments, corporations, and
individuals do not wish to be precluded from profiting from space mining! Once again, the Policy of the
United States is to support commercial development.
7.3.1.3 The Legal Appropriation of Space Mineral Resources
Recall the non-appropriation principle of Article II of the OST. While scholarly commentary may
seem confused at times, the CJS is clear that resources may be retrieved from space and celestial bodies.
Patterns of practice and behavior are already well-established to this effect; and, the practical reality is that
both nations and private individuals are well on their way to doing so on a commercial scale.
The first step to fully realize the strength of the CJS and humanity’s future in the solar system is to
properly apply the rules of interpretation to the CJS. The removal of resources is not sufficient to destroy the
identity of the Moon or a celestial body in outer space. Removing a few rocks from a mountain will not
change its character and identity, so too will the removal of resources from a celestial body likely not change
the character of the solar system. Thus, utilizing resources from space will be permissible as it does not
appropriate the celestial body from which they are gained for any nation’s territory.
However, assume that the above does not hold. What recourse will then be had to the miner looking
to harvest the mineral bounty of space? As explained, treaties and CIL can both be dynamic in light of
subsequent agreements and practices. Even if the CJS once prohibited the removal and appropriation of any
resources in space, it no longer does so. First, nations have recognized that moon rocks may be privately
owned. How might this be unless the non-appropriation principle does not apply to such a resource? Article I
of the OST states that “[o]uter space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, shall be free for
exploration and use by all States without discrimination of any kind, on a basis of equality and in accordance
with international law, and there shall be free access to all areas of celestial bodies.” It seems that “use”
implies commercial exploitation of natural resources, as most scholars agree.
These arguments lead to the conclusion that SMR will be robust in the future as the financial,
engineering and needs line up for growth beyond low Earth orbit.
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8. PRELIMINARY FINDINGS, & RECOMMENDATIONS
The Academy study on space mineral resources (SMR) has made some preliminary findings and gathered
recommendations that should enable companies to move forward and governments to support commercial
enterprises.
Overall Recommendation: Study Group 3.17 has completed Phase One of the requested research and
should have a final document available for publication during the last quarter of 2014. It has also identified
many activities that should follow on the publishing of its current study report. As such, the study group
should be “re-energized” as new emphasis should be placed on-going space mineral resource research. The
Study group should be emphasizing the next level of analyses identifying critical steps in the evolution
towards successful enterprises. This next level of research should focus upon major topics, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

1.Technological risk reduction and engineering designs
2. Legal Regime
3. Psychological and Social
4. Economic Approach, to identify a reasonable initial program for the near term
5. Asteroid Parallel is attractive as the protection of the planet is also high priority

The following findings are broken up by category and recommendations are subsets of those
Finding 1 – Technological risk reduction and engineering design: The Mining of asteroids and of lunar
regolith is within the current state of the technical art. The identification of target mining locations,
development of mining equipment and the ability to match those two activities are achievable within today’s
launch, orbiting, and maneuvering capabilities.
Recommendation 1.1: Study Group 3-17 should establish a study team specifically to understand the
design reference missions and necessary engineering steps to achieve mining of space resources. This
working group should be established of commercial and academic experts to recommend the type and size of
asteroid that should be the initial destination of a prospecting or asteroid capture/return mission. The
requirements of commercial space mining firms may be different than the interests of academic scientific
experts. This study should initiate an analysis between the SMR study group and the new Permanent Study
Group on Space Elevators within Commission III. The goal would be to understand future in-space, tospace, and from-space infrastructures that would most complement the needs of humanity as it relates to
opening up the Space Option for improvements on-planet.
Recommendation 1.2: Multiple year-long comprehensive international trade studies, initiated inside
Study 3-17, and coordinated with the heads of national space agencies, should be initiated as soon as possible
to establish relative figures of merit and options for different combinations of human and robotic activity that
will be required for space mining. This trade study should be led by Commission III with the current space
mineral resource companies and evaluate and conduct “people in the delay loop” simulations of the light
speed control lag time. This particular skill set has been identified as a major challenge to space mining. In
order to map the costs and benefits trades on a continuum of moving the processing facility to the ore body
(“traditional mining methods”) verses moving the ore body to the processing facility (“asteroid capture and
return.”) Commission III should lead this study with terrestrial and/or ocean mining companies.
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Recommendation 1.3: Space Technology Ireland Ltd. (sited at the National University of Ireland,
Maynooth) should establish and chair a trade study of interested stakeholders to evaluate ways and means of
dealing with the challenge of the long term radiation environment of space mining, which the draft study has
identified is a major technical challenge to large scale space mining operations. The results would be
incorporated into the 3-17 study report.
Recommendation 1.4: SMR physics are different than terrestrial mining and manufacturing physics.
By developing both fields, a series of linked benefits can be created that will cascade across multiple fields
of study. A research program [initiated inside the study group] identifying similarities and differences should
be undertaken immediately by space agencies with the goal of finding novel approaches and stimulating the
development of new technologies that will advance both terrestrial and outer space technologies. Asteroid
impact mitigation techniques, new propulsion methods, and alternative energy re-utilization strategies are all
areas that will immediately and directly benefits from this.

Finding 2 – Legal Regime: Although space is inherently multi-national and international in its scope,
experience indicates that national laws are the only framework that individual actors, both private and
governmental, will accept as a means for specifically developing and acting in space. Mining and ownership
of space mineral resources is parallel to national laws and, as such, is consistent within current international
law. International Space Law has established that National laws govern national activities in outer space
within the current framework. Some national laws need to be amended to facilitate commercial development
of space mineral resources. History has repeatedly demonstrated that areas controlled primarily by national,
as opposed to international, law prosper most readily (remote sensing, communications, and navigation
satellites for example).
Recommendation 2.1: Because an international framework that recognizes national law as a proper
tool to develop and control a nation’s internal affairs in space already exists, it is recommended that all
agencies, governments, and scholars recognize and promote a scheme of domestic law for space activities. A
subgroup of 3-17, working with Commission 5 and the International Institute of Space Law, should develop
a model national code for the regulation of space mineral resources. This study should recommend specific
rules to allow transfer of technical information relevant to space mining and to address coordination regimes
for space safety for the movement of high mass cargos near the Earth. National space agencies are in the
best position to advance and mature the legal environment of space; and, agency heads are the most
important individuals in securing the freedom of space so that all nations may prosper by the fruits of space.
An example would be the development of regulations to be issued by the Federal Aviation Administration,
Office of Commercial Space, in Washington DC.
Recommendation 2.2: Study Group 3.17 should continue to work with as many national space
agencies as possible to build consensus and strengthen the international understanding and development of
the specific justifications regarding the legality of exploiting SMR. An inter-agency protocol would be a
useful tool to coordinate and develop this consensus and understanding.
Finding 3 – Psychological and Social: The psychological and social effects “in space” and “on the Earth”
of developing space mineral resources on a large scale are unknown.
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Recommendation 3.1: The Academy should establish a study group within 3-17 that deals with
future long duration habitats, both in free-fall and on an asteroid or Lunar base. The interested space
agencies, and the IAA, should work with universities, such as the International Space University in
Strasburg, France, to define the parameters of this issue. The study group feels that input from the history of
exploration, operations in long term harsh environments, and high stress team work, for example on naval
nuclear submarines, could be useful. The benefits to humanity should be quantified along with the profit
motive of commercial success.

Finding 4 – Economic Approach: The economic effects “in space” and “on the Earth” of developing space
mineral resources on a large scale are unknown. More analysis on the economic potential of SMR should be
carried out by the Academy, with assistance from space agencies. Economic modeling is the basis for
predicting commercial partner behavior; and, it should be framed in a systems-based context that includes
Earth. For example, it needs to be pointed out that all of the money will be spent on earth creating jobs &
infrastructure - this will bring vitality to the global aerospace sector.
Recommendation 4.1: Economic trade studies should be created by Study Group 3.17 regarding the
ratio of earth support jobs per space colonist, using the ISS or MIR experiences as reference points. Detailed
costing and architecture will identify profit points and it will enable commercial certainty in developing
SMR.
Recommendation 4.2: Asteroid retrieval costs are highly dependent upon orbital transfer energy
composition and orbital timing (synodic period). These elements should be studied in detail by Study Group
3.17 so that these cost are properly reflected in the standardized SMR economic model.
Finding 5 – Asteroid Parallel: The asteroid impact hazard is a compelling international problem, one which
begs for an international solution. Due to a combination of the richness of asteroid resources, and the strong
set of crossover exploration/mitigation data needs (composition, mechanical strength, spin rates, etc.) as well
as mining/mitigation technologies (drilling, anchoring, manipulation, etc.), a number of public-private
partnership scenarios may exist that benefit both parties and offer cost savings.
Recommendation 5.1: Commission III’s study group 3.17 should work with Space agencies, and
examine and map the public-private partnership (PPP) crossover trade space. Options that maximize the
value of PPP should be identified and promoted, including a trade study of how to create natural incentives
or rewards for PPPs using policy & law that minimize public costs and maximize value to private parties.
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Study of possible Inter-Agency Protocol to handle
crisis/emergency of astronauts in Low Earth Orbit
(Preliminary cosmic study report)

Study Group Members (SG3.18)
Dr. S. Ramakrishnan, ISRO, India
Prof . Irmgard Marboe, University of Vienna, Austria
Bernhard Hufenbach, ESA /ESTEC,The Netherlands
W. Michael Hawes, Lockheed Martin, USA
ZHANG Shu, CALT, China
Dr. Unnikrishnan Nair S., ISRO, India

Need for a Protocol
Human activities in LEO are bound to increase
Commercial cargo shipment to space by Private agencies is a
reality
Private human transportation to LEO to service the space

station will happen in near future
Existing legal framework for rescue and return of astronauts,: no
explicitly obligations with respect to rescue

operations

involving accident/emergency
With increase in human presence in

space, spectre of

incidents/ accidents leading to humans stranded in space is real.
Response of media and public

Objectives of Study
To identify possible crisis situations/emergency scenario of crew in LEO
To discuss various crew rescue methodologies that are available to
bring back crew under emergency/crisis
To study current international treaties/protocol in the area of outer

space & space travel/space systems, their implementation status and
limitations
To bring out the various impediments/hurdles foreseen in evolving an
inter-agency protocol on crew rescue from space and approach to
overcome them.
To make recommendations, as outcomes of study, and propose possible
ways forward to evolve such a protocol to handle such
crisis/emergency of astronauts

Possible crisis situations/emergency scenario
of Crew in LEO and Crew rescue
methodologies

Probable failure scenarios

Stable spacecraft but loss of de-orbit capability
Crew is healthy but spacecraft has lost integrity

Crew is incapacitated but spacecraft is functioning well
Crew is incapacitated and spacecraft is not under control
Rescue crew or robotic rescue

Possible crisis situations/emergency scenario
of Crew in LEO and Crew rescue
methodologies

Current human launch capability
Orbital inclination
Rendezvous & Docking/berthing systems
Internal pressure level
Communications
Power

Future exploration missions and destinations

Current International Treaties/Protocol in Outer
Space & Space Travel/Space systems

Declaration on Legal Principles of 1963, Outer Space Treaty (OST)
of 1967 and Agreement on Rescue and Return of Astronauts and
Return of Space Objects (Rescue and Return Agreement, ARRA)of
1968
Important issues and questions which emerged only in the course
of subsequent space flight experience were not sufficiently
regulated

Current instruments relevant in the context of
space travel
Declaration of Legal Principles Governing the Activities of States in
the Exploration of Outer Space
Principle 9 deals with the assistance to astronauts in distress and provides
that

“States shall regard astronauts as envoys of mankind in outer space, and shall
render to them all possible assistance in the event of accident, distress, or
emergency landing on the territory of a foreign State or on the high seas”.

Outer Space Treaty
Article V OST was the basis for the elaboration of the Agreement
on the Rescue and Return of Astronauts and the Return of Space
Objects (Rescue and Return Agreement, ARRA)
ISS Crew Code of Conduct

Relevant provisions in the regime of the Law of the Sea

Impediments in considering an interagency protocol

International Standardization of manned space vehicle systems
Sharing of cost in rescue mission
Rescue scenario and response time

Crew Size for future missions
Limitations on technology transfer
Geopolitical considerations
Gaps of existing legal framework
Satisfying diverse interest of stake holders/consensus among

member countries
Technology obsolescence

Points emerged in study

Defining the situations that trigger an obligation to assist and/or
rescue and persons who should benefit.
Identifying States which should have a duty to render assistance
to astronauts in outer space, depending on their respective
capabilities, particularly in the area of manned space flight and
other space activities.
Describing the extent of the duty to render assistance, possibly
distinguishing between measures aiming at assisting and
rescuing astronauts which consist of measures to prevent,
measures to assist, and measures to rescue. Measures to assist
and rescue astronauts shall be carried out with due care.
Considering that, when the circumstances so require, assistance
from other States and non-governmental entities should/could
be sought

Points emerged in study

Defining the extent of liability for damages caused by an assistance
or rescue operation. Such liability could be limited to cases of gross
negligence, intention or recklessness.
Considering the establishment of an international fund for the
coverage of the costs for assistance and rescue operations for
astronauts in distress or emergency situations in outer space.
Considering whether non-governmental entities carrying out space
activities should be encouraged to take out insurance to cover the
costs for assistance and rescue operations for astronauts in distress
or emergency situations in outer space.

Points emerged in study
Paying due regard to the ISS International Docking System Standard
as a great start in the development of compatible interface systems
for human spaceflight, several other systems can be considered for
studies leading to similar standards.
Developing a list of primary systems to be considered for definition
of standards. That list could then be shared and considered in
international fora. Space agencies could also give due considerations
to crew rescue requirements as they plan future human spaceflight
missions and define the associated architecture, infrastructure and
Design Reference Missions.
Acknowledging the physical limitations of various orbital scenarios in
the legal considerations for assistance.
Considering an international crew rescue organization, in line with
the International Maritime Organisation (IMO), with participation
from many countries, possibly under the aegis of the United Nations,
to formulate, oversee and implement the standardization process.

Conclusions and Way forward

Need for protocol: Considering the gaps in existing space laws
and changed scenario of human spaceflight world-wide, there is a
need to bring out a protocol on crew rescue in low earth orbit
missions.
Developing international standards in vehicle systems:
Developing a list of primary systems to be considered for
definition of standards. Synergies with international coordination
efforts driven by the intent of space agencies to cooperate for
advancing common space exploration goals could be identified
and exploited.

Conclusions and Way forward (contd..)

Defining preferred orbital corridors for manned flights:
Acknowledging the physical limitations of rescue of crew in
danger from various orbital scenarios, the feasibility of defining
few orbital corridors with defined orbital inclinations may be
considered for human spaceflight activities and construction of
space stations.
Setting up of an international mechanism: Considering
setting up an international body, preferably under the aegis of the
United Nations, in line with the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO), to formulate, oversee and implement crew
rescue from LEO along with addressing associated issues like
cost sharing

Thank you
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Status Report of SG 3.19/1.10
Feasibility Study of Astronaut Standardized Career
Dose Limits in LEO and the outlook for BLEO; the
Biological Responses of Humans to Energetic

Particle Radiation under Microgravity Conditions
Susan M. P. McKenna-Lawlor1 and the IAA Cosmic study 3.19/1.10 Team
1. Space Technology Ireland, Maynooth, Co. Kildare, Ireland.

IAA Spring Meeting, 17 March
Commission III

IAA Head Quarters,
Paris, France

page 1

Short Study Description

The preliminary results of this study, which take into
account the health hazards and difficulties accruing to long
duration human journeys in deep space (to the Moon,
Mars, the Asteroids) beyond the shielding provided by the
geomagnetic field, provide the basis for making
recommendations regarding the mitigation of these
problems. The recommendations made enable, in turn,
progress to be made toward implementing human deep
space exploration within a framework of multidisciplinary
international cooperation.
IAA Spring Meeting, 17 March
Commission III

IAA Head Quarters,
Paris, France

page 2

International Cooperation
Our study group currently is composed of members from 12 countries:
America, Canada, China, Czech Republic, Germany, India, Ireland,
Japan, Malaysia, Poland, Russia, and Sweden
The Czech and Swedish members were put forward for inclusion by
their respective space agencies after the HoSA summit in Washington.
In addition, an American astronaut and an American member of high
tech. industry (from an analysis group) will now be included in our
group.
SG 3.19-1.10 is presently essentially complete
IAA Spring Meeting, 17 March
Commission III

IAA Head Quarters,
Paris, France

page 3

Program to be developed by the group
during 2014/2015
 Foster the development of improved Models and
Technologies relevant to the support of Human Space
Exploration.
 Co-ordinate international research into the biological effects
of space radiation in microgravity.

 Assess the radiation standards adopted by space agencies
for LEO in the light of new measurements.
 Make a preliminary definition of BLEO levels.
 Develop a Human Space Awareness System that will provide
a means to implement onboard risk management with
regard to radiation risks in BLEO.
IAA Spring Meeting, 17 March
Commission III

IAA Head Quarters,
Paris, France

page 4

Challenges
The aims of Study 3.19/1.10 have become wider and more
challenging in consequence of the work implemented during
2013.
It is possible that this can be more efficiently handled by
dividing the group into three sections that deal individually
with: energetic particle modeling, space biology and
the development of a Human Space Awareness System.
This proposed sub-division will be discussed within the team
in a group telecon after the present Spring Meeting.
IAA Spring Meeting, 17 March
Commission III

IAA Head Quarters,
Paris, France

page 5

Empresa estatal «Oficina de proyección «Yuzhnoye»

International Academy of Astronautics

SISTEMA SATELITAL DE OBSERVACIÓN ÓPTICA DE LA TIERRA
PARA COLOMBIA
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SPACE DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

PROPUESTA
PARA CREACIÓN
SDO
YUZHNOYE’S
PROPOSALS ON MILITARYREPORT ON STUDY PERFORMED
TECHNICAL COOPERATION
2012 2014
September, 2011

SG 3.21 MEMBERS:
On March 2014 participants of the Study Group 3.21 “Space Disposal of
Radioactive Waste” are:
Baranov Eugeniy
Degtyarev Olexandr
Genta Giancarlo
Kostenko Victor
Kushnaryov Olexandr
Pastor Vinader Miquel
Pyshnev Vladimir
Ramusat Guy
Slyunyayev Mykola
Ventskovsky Oleg
Ms. Sakurako Takahashi

M
M

CM

CM
M
M

Ukraine
Ukraine, Chair
Italy
Ukraine
Ukraine
France
Ukraine
France
Ukraine
Ukraine
Japan

STUDY TOPICS
• The idea of RW
space disposal,
considered as the
research project,
has a complex
nature and is
composed of three
interrelated
dimensions

Predictable
High Cost of
Realization

Economic and
Organizational
Issues
Extensive
International
Cooperation

2

Nuclear and 1
Rocket and
Technical
Technical
Aspects
Aspects
Scientific and
Technical
3
Issues
Safety
Ecological
Assurance
Aspects

RW Space
Disposal

•Study topics are
composed of number
of aspects in each
measurement

Rocket Launch with
Concentrated RW
On-board and Disposal
of such RW into Space
Competence

4

Legal and
Political
Issues
Increased Anxiety of Society,
Governmental Authorities
and Politicians in
Nuclear Technologies
Decision-Making

ACTIVITIES PERFOMED:
o

Preliminary stage of forming the Study Group is accomplished,
Report content was presented to the participants;

o

Understanding with Japanese colleagues as for their
participation in the Study was achieved;

o

Preliminary distribution of the parts of Report to the
participants was implemented;

o

A number of meetings with scientists in nuclear physics was
held, including specialists from Ukraine and France;

o

Working materials on a number of Report sections related to
the rocket-technology aspects were prepared.

o

Internet resource for Study Group work is under construction,
www.yuzhnoye.com/sdnw/

Space Elevators Permanent
Committee within Commission III
March 2014 Meeting in Paris
Annexure-10

David Raitt, Ph.D.
Member IAA
Past Chair of Commission VI
European Space Agency Retired
Co-Chair, SEPC
Akira Tsuchida
Member IAA
Secretary, SEPC

3/18/2013

Image from Jerome Pearson’s orginal work, also shown in Chapter 2
of Space Elevator Systems Architecture, Swan, Peter & Cathy2Swan,
Lulu.com publishers, 2007.

Topics to be covered
• Competed Study
• Proposal for Permanent
Committee
• The Team
• Questions

20 Metric Ton Tether Climber
6 MT Spacecraft
14 MT Payload Capability
3/18/2013

3

Study 3-13 Topics Discussed
•
•
•
•

Policy & Legal
The Tether
The Climber
The System of Systems

• Process for Study
• Next Steps for Study
• The study team needs

George Whitesides
(Whitesides, 2004)
stated:
“Until you build an
infrastructure, you
are not serious.”
3/18/2013
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Cosmic Study Assessment
Space Elevators: An Assessment of Technological Feasibility and Way Forward

The authors have come to believe
that the operation of a space
elevator infrastructure will lead to
a “game changing” experience in
the space world. Each of the
authors considers that the space
elevator can be developed when
the material is mature enough for
the demands of the space elevator.
Our final assessment is:
A Space Elevator is
Eminently Feasible.
3/18/2013
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Executive
Summary
“Don’t undertake a project unless it
is manifestly important and nearly
impossible.”
Edwin Land, quoted in the Coral Reef Alliance
letter, March 30, 2011. www.coral.org

Major Questions:
Why a space elevator?
Can it be done?
How would all the elements fit together to
create a system of systems?
What are the technical feasibilities of each
major space elevator element?
3/18/2013
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Study 3-13 Conclusions
The conclusions from this study fall into a few distinct categories:
Legal: The space elevator can be accomplished within today’s
arena!
Technology: It can be accomplished with today’s projection of
where materials science and solar array efficiencies are headed.
Business:
This mega-project will be successful for the investors
with a positive return on investment within 10 years after erection is
complete.
Cultural:
This project will drive a renaissance on the surface of
the Earth with its solutions to key problems, stimulation of travel
throughout the solar system, and inexpensive and routine access to
GEO and beyond.
3/18/2013
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Recommendation for Academy
• Publish and distribute this International Academy of Astronautics
Study Report.
• The authors believe that the IAA will have a significant role in future
space development with their global reach and cooperation with
Space Agencies/Industries/Research Centers.
• The Academy will establish a Space Elevator Permanent Committee
to coordinate efforts in space elevator research and development
projects within National Space Agencies. Initially, the efforts would
be centered on follow-up activities resulting from the distribution of
this report to 300 locations inside the global space arena. This focus
would ensure a truly global distribution.
• The Academy assists Space Elevator activities in understanding
developing space markets, such as Space Solar Power or Asteroid
Mining ventures.
3/18/2013
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Topics to be covered
• Competed Study
• Proposal for Permanent
Committee
• The Team
• Questions

20 Metric Ton Tether Climber
6 MT Spacecraft
14 MT Payload Capability
3/18/2013
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Space Elevator Permanent
Committee Approach
•
•
•
•

The IAA Permanent Committee on Space Elevators is in
the lead to coordinate all activities related to Space
Elevators within the Academy.
The Permanent Committee should be an observatory of
the required technologies evolution and their readiness
for incorporating them in the Space Elevator.
This status will include a Prediction Feasibility Index
based on the required critical technologies progress
during the year. The status will be published each year,
It would cover the complete span of related topics
including but not limited to: carbon nano-tube material,
tether dynamics modeling, risk assessment during
development and in space, Marine Node development
[including High Stage One Option], GEO Node definition,
Apex Anchor design, legal regime layout [Land, Air, Sea
and Space],international policy [including national vs.
international, commercial vs. government, space treaties
vs government policies, regional approaches, and national
approaches], research and development needs in the near
future, and potential customer needs and business
opportunities.

3/18/2013
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The Tether

Apex Anchor

Expected
year for
Space
Elevator
System
2035+ with
estimates
varying to
2060
(JSTM,
2010)
2025

TRL
Level

TRL
Level
by
2030

Remarks

2

7

Major development funding required.
!
Terrestrial version will be available by
2030 in greater than 1,000 km lengths
with appropriate strength

5

8

Reel-out in vacuum of long material will
require design and testing of components
in orbit.
routine

Geosynchronous
Station
Tether Climber

today

6

9

2025

4

8

Marine Node

2015

8

9

High Stage One

2025-30

3

6

Ocean Going
cargo Vessel
Helicopter
Transport
Operations
Centers

today

9

9

! not out of
Major design effort, however,
the knowledge of current satellite
designers
Deep Ocean Drilling Platforms and Sea
Launch platform can be a models.
Major design and development effort.
Major breakthroughs needed in timely
manner for many of its major
components.
Routine

today

9

9

Routine

today

9

9

Routine

LI KE LI HO OD

Technology Assessment
5
4
High!Stage!

3
2

Tether!
Marine!
Node!

1
1

2

Climber!

Dynamics!! Apex!Anchor!
GEO!Node!

3
Consequence

4

5

Figure 10-8 Project Risk Position Reporting !

Table 10-XVI. Integrated System Realizable Time and TRLs
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nanotube based tether material will be ready for a space elevator of 100,000
(2) The roadmap team discussed many things during this study, but if we
km. They are presented as Roadmap A and Roadmap B.
need to choose one technological aspect to focus upon right now, we
Roadmap
A: theAssumption
[based
is that
the tether
recommend
following thing
to upon
do aschapter
a first 3]
step:
development
and
material
matures
rapidly
and supports
a 2036
space elevator
deployment.
verification
of the
simulation
model of
the tether
dynamics.
Roadmap
Assumptions
a space
deployment
the is the
(3) This B:
roadmap
chart alsosupport
illustrates
thatelevator
the most
important in
thing
2050s.
refinement of “Space Elevator System Requirements” which should be

completed by the end of the 2010s. The main requirements would be based upon
conceptual design and system definition after a basic concept is verified.
Roadmap A: Supports a 2036 space elevator deployment. This first roadmap is
the culmination of multiple individuals working together to project into the
future. The rough schedule is that during the first eight years there are
technology development projects; during the next eight years there are flight
demo’s in space; and, during the last eight years, the space elevator is built and
initial operations begin by 2035. One concept that is proposed [and expanded
upon in the financial chapter 14] is that the first phase is accomplished through
grants and awards from many sources to include government and private. The
second phase is based upon high risk investors, while the construction phase
includes “bridge building” type investments and commitments. This roadmap
!
shows the first
elevator
available in
2035Elevator
with the
safety B
and
backup one
Figure
11.2. Summarized
Space
Roadmap
(Tsuchida,
2011)
accomplished two years later (Figure 11-1).
11.6 Development Approach – Preparation for Baseline
! 3/18/2013
This section has two parts: (1) Establishing a foundation and (2) Preparing for

13

Topics to be covered
• Competed Study
• Proposal for Permanent
Committee
• The Team
• Questions

20 Metric Ton Tether Climber
6 MT Spacecraft
14 MT Payload Capability
3/18/2013

14

The SEPC Team
• Leadership Team [Academy members]
– Co-chairs: Peter Swan Ph.D., David Raitt, Ph.D., Cathy Swan, Ph.D.
– Secretary: Akira Tsuchida [new member]

• Past Team Members
– IAA Members:
Arun Misra, Ph.D., Hironori Fujii, Ph.D.,
– Outside Experts: Robert Penny, John Knapman, Ph.D., Stephen
Cohen, Ph.D.,

• New Team Members
– Brij Agrawai, Ph.D., Setsuko Aoki

• Needs of the Team [5 or 6 more would be great]
– Diverse inputs from other nations, regions, backgrounds

3/18/2013
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Topics to be covered
• Competed Study
• Proposal for Permanent
Committee
• The Team
• Questions

20 Metric Ton Tether Climber
6 MT Spacecraft
14 MT Payload Capability
3/18/2013
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CONTENT
•

GLOBAL COOPERATION IN HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT

•

HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT COORDINATING GROUP

•

IAA PROPOSALS TO SPACE AGENCIES

•

CONCLUSIONS

International
Academy of
Astronautics

IAA Human Spaceflight Activities

GLOBAL COOPERATION IN HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT
• Human and Robotics missions are complementary ways to Explore
• Societal and Strategic considerations in Human Spaceflight very
important for all countries in the world to justify becoming global.
•IAA, at the HoA 2010 Summit, released report:
•8 Recommendations were identified and
included in the IAA 2010 Summit Declaration,
welcomed by 30 Head of Space Agencies.
• 3 Priorities retained to propose activities for
2014 Summit

International
Academy of
Astronautics

IAA Human SpaceFlight Activities

HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT COORDINATING GROUP (1/2)

• IAA set-up Two Coordinating Groups to prepare the 2014 Summit
• The Human Spaceflight Coordinating Group (HSFCG), defined in
2012, 12 SG/Activities related to the priorities identified involving
200 space experts from all the world
• HSFCG worked in close cooperation with the Robotics Planetary
Exploration Coordinating Group (RPECG) to increase synergies
• Group Composition:
Co-Chairs: Giuseppe Reibaldi (IAA), Sundaram Ramakrishnan (India)
Members: Yury Razoumny (Russia), Lu YU (China), Yukio Koyari (Japan),
Susan McKenna-Lawlor (Ireland), Jan Kolar (Czech Republic),
Michael Hawes (USA), Ciro Arevalo (Colombia), John Guidi (USA),
Mazlan Othman (UNOOSA),
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HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT COORDINATING GROUP (2/2)
• Study Group/Activities defined according the following criteria:
 Foster global cooperation, with emphasis to involve space emerging countries,
new space agencies, and developing countries
Produce strategically relevant results for IAA, and Space Agencies
Avoid duplication with Space Agencies’ activities
Provide the opportunity to all members of the Academy and space professionals to join in
Foster activities in cooperation with the Robotics Exploration Coordinating Group

• 12 Reports are available with results and plan to completion
• HSFCG, based on these preliminary results, defined in the document,
“IAA proposals to Space Agencies” 12 concrete proposals to foster
new collaborations between established and emerging agencies
• IAA report sent to all Space Agencies inviting to indicate their support
by increased team membership, study leadership, sharing information
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PROPOSALS TO SPACE AGENCIES - THEMES

Support Human
Exploration in LEO

Develop Enabling
Technologies for
Grand Challenges

Future Possible
Programs

Future Program
Preparation
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IAA PROPOSALS TO SPACE AGENCIES (1/6)
• Support Human Exploration in Low Earth Orbit:
 Public/Private Human Access to Space: LEO and Beyond:
Assess, in several countries, the cultural,
economical and political factors affecting the
creation and sustainability of global public/private,
orbital and beyond, space activities, in the
2020-2030 timeframe -> Propose actions
 Feasibility of Inter-Agency Protocol to handle emergency of LEO Astronauts:
Assess legal and technical needs to establish a
Protocol, to fill existing regulatory space law’gaps
Propose draft international standards for rescue
Propose a roadmap for possible implementation
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IAA PROPOSALS TO SPACE AGENCIES (2/6)
• Develop Enabling Technologies to support Grand Challenges:
 Space Mineral Resources, Challenges and Opportunities
Confirm the legality of exploiting SMR under the
current space treaties. Assess the technical
economical, social feasibility, segment the possible
markets. Propose a preliminary action plan for global
demonstration missions
 Space Based Solar Power Systems
IAA published the first-ever international assessment
Several Space Agencies are working on the this
IAA set-up the Global SSP Working Group to act as
a forum to discus and coordinate SSP activities
Space Agencies are invited to join
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IAA PROPOSALS TO SPACE AGENCIES (3/6)
• Future Possible Programmes:
 Long Term Space Propellant Depot
In-Depth assessment of technical, legal, economical
effects related to design and operation of long term
propellant depot, with technology demonstrations.
Definition of action list for cooperative missions
 Global Human Mars System Mission Exploration
Define an international Mars reference mission
scenario with Space Agencies to agree a baseline
with the required technologies decision milestones.
Joint Coordination Group IAA/ISECG to identify
pilot missions to demonstrate technologies reducing
risk and cost of the Global Mars mission
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IAA PROPOSALS TO SPACE AGENCIES (4/6)
• Future Programme Preparation
 Feasibility Study of Astronauts Standardized Career Dose Limit in LEO and
outlook for BLEO
Assess Radiation Standards of Space Agencies
in LEO; Preliminary Definition of BLEO levels.
Foster development of improved models and
technologies. Preliminary definition of a HSSA
 International Human Spaceflight Virtual Institute of Life Science
Based on the Cologne resolution, Study and
implement LS Virtual Institute to promote
global collaboration of on-ground and in-space
facilities; Strengthen link between space and
terrestrial LS; Foster new countries involvement
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IAA PROPOSALS TO SPACE AGENCIES (5/6)
• Future Programme Preparation (Cont’d)
 Human Space Technology Pilot Projects with Developing Countries
Following UN/China Workshop on HSTI, set-up
an IAA SG for exploiting synergies with sustainable
development projects in developing countries.
Definition of pilot projects for developing countries
exploiting existing ground and space facilities.
 Space Exploration Outreach
Provide easy access to latest exploration info.
Develop Multilingual Space Exploration APP for
smart phone/tablets to make available, via an IAA
portal, global exploration information of the Space
Agencies public web pages.
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IAA PROPOSALS TO SPACE AGENCIES (6/6)
• Future Programme Preparation (Cont’d)
 Multicultural foundation and consequences of 50 years of Human Space Flight
Sustainable global exploration programmes
require long-term support from citizen in the
world. How: Set-up an IAA SG to understand
multicultural foundation and benefits of HSF,
learning how propose cultural balanced projects
 Integrated Coordination in Space Exploration
Space exploration programmes dynamics
reviewed. Stakeholders representing technology
science, economics, policy commercial motives
needs to be involved. Assess feasibility to
establish a multi-stakeholder platform.
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CONCLUSIONS
• At the 2010 HoA Summit, IAA was invited by the Space Agencies to
propose projects fostering new activities with a global reach
• At the 2014 HoA Summit, IAA has made 16 proposals to Space
Agencies, of which 12 for HSF related activities,.
• The HSF Projects involving, so far about 200 world experts, have
delivered Preliminary Reports with a plan of activities for their
completion. Final Deliverables are expected by 2015/16.
• IAA has invited Space Agencies to indicate their support, mainly by
contribution in-kind and occasionally financially, to increase the
impact of the Final Deliverables and foster New Cooperation.
• IAA, will continue to play the role of catalyst for Exploration
activities, with the support of Space Agencies, Industry, University
in view of the super-national nature, global reach and technical skills
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Annexure-12
Proposal for Forming an IAA Study Group SG 3.22
Title of Study:
Next-Generation Space System Development
Basing on On-Orbit-Servicing Concept

Proposer(s):
(Must be member(s) of the Academy M or CM)

Yury N. Razoumny, Prof. Dr., Cosmoexport Aerospace Research Agency, Roscosmos, Russia

Primary IAA Commission Preference:
Commission 3: Space Technology & Systems Development

Secondary IAA Commission Interests:
Commission 5: Space Policy, Law & Economics

Members of Study Team
Chair(s):
(Must be member(s) of the Academy, M or CM)

Yury N. Razoumny, Prof. Dr., Cosmoexport Aerospace Research Agency, Roscosmos, Russia

Secretary:
Ji Simei, Dr., Harbin Institute for Technology, China

Other Members:
Yury N. Makarov, Dr., Roscosmos, Russia
Alexandr N. Malchenko, Dr., Central Research Institute for Machine Building, Roscosmos, Russia
Filippo Graziani, Prof. Dr., University of Rome, Italy
Marcello Coradini, Dr., ESA
Eric Lansard, Dr., Thales Alenia Space, France
Catharine A. Conley, Dr., NASA Headquarters, Washington DC, USA
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Short Description of Scope of Study
Overall Goal:
(Expected scientific or practical benefit of the study group's efforts)

Over the last years many organizations in different countries have been involved in development of various
technical aspects of on-orbit satellite servicing, which to a great extent predetermines the characteristics of
next-generation space systems. The problem of developing next-generation space systems basing on on-orbitservicing concept is considered as technical challenge in two main directions: making serviced satellites and
space systems suitable for servicing; developing servicing satellites and space systems for the performance of
the on-orbit-servicing operations. Implementation of the first direction includes a wide range of
developments: unified detachable and installable satellite blocks and modules, maximal complexation of
missions on-board a single satellite, internationally standardized hardware and connectors, providing the
docking with the serviced satellite, selection of the satellite’s period of use with regard to servicing, etc.
Implementation of the second direction varies from the development of servicing methods and servicing
systems to the gradual development of the space complexes for providing on-board-servicing operations. The
overall goal of the study is to unite the efforts of the specialists, which have been undertaken in different
countries and organizations, for discovering the most effective approaches to solving the problem.

Intermediate Goals:
A near-term objective of the study is to coordinate the efforts of the specialists in developing on-orbitservicing technologies for performing the current and short-term tasks for maintenance – as the first stage for
creation of next-generation space systems – of the existent orbital space segment, in particular, in the areas of
satellite refueling, replenishing expendables for long-term space stations, etc.

Methodology:
(Email works, workshops, stand alone conferences, interim publications, etc.)
Hold regular electronic meetings of the group. Agree to specific assignments and deadlines once the work
outline has been finalized. Being a volunteer effort, the cosmic study will be performed basing on
contributions of all the members of the group as well as management of the chair(s) and secretary according
to the roles and responsibilities accepted by all the members. The current results of the work will be reported
at the IAA conferences during the period of cosmic study performance.

Time Line:
(Cannot exceed three years)
- Preliminary Materials of the Sections of the Study, March 2015
- Preparatory Study, November 2016.
- Final Study, March 2017.

Final Product (Report, Publication, etc.):
- Study Report on Next-Generation Space System Development Basing on On-Orbit-Servicing Concept – to
be published by IAA or other sponsor.
- Publication(s) of report information in appropriate journals.

Target Community:
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- Scientific, technical and engineering space community.
- Commercial space and business communities.
- Space policy makers and officials responsible for next-generation space system developing.

Support Needed:
None identified at this time.

Potential Sponsors:
TBD

To be returned to the IAA Secretary General Paris

Date: February 5, March
Name: Yury N. Razoumny
(No Signature required if document authenticated).

by fax: 33 1 47 23 82 16 or
by email: sgeneral@iaamail.org
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Next-Generation Space System Development
Basing on On-Orbit-Servicing Concept
Commission 3: Space Technology & Systems Development
Proposer:
Prof. Dr. Yury N. Razoumny
Cosmoexport Aerospace Research Agency, Roscosmos, Russia
Member of International Academy of Astronautics
Federal Space Agency, Russia

Cosmoexport Aerospace Research Agency, Russia

International Academy of Astronautics

Members of Study Team
Chair

Yury N. Razoumny

Prof. Dr., Cosmoexport Aerospace Research Agency,
Roscosmos, Russia

Secretary

Ji Simei

Dr., Harbin Institute for Technology, China (confirmed)

Other
Members

Yury N. Makarov

Dr., Roscosmos, Russia (confirmed)

Alexandr N.
Malchenko

Dr., Central Research Institute for Machine Building,
Roscosmos, Russia (confirmed)

Filippo Graziani

Prof. Dr., University of Rome, Italy (invited)

Marcello Coradini

Dr., ESA (invited)

Eric Lansard

Dr., Thales Alenia Space, France (invited)

Catharine A. Conley Dr., NASA Headquarters, Washington DC, USA (invited)
Time Line:
- Preliminary Materials of the Sections of the Study, March 2015
- Preparatory Study, November 2016.
- Final Study, March 2017.

Satellite On-Orbit Servicing Activities
in Different Countries
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ISS Servicing System by Manned “Soyuz” and Cargo “Progress” Spacecraft
ISS Configuration (as of 30.11.13)
Poisk Mini Research
Module (MRM 2)
(Russia)

Zarya
Functional Cargo Block
(Russia)

Soyuz TMA-10M
Manned Spacecraft
(Russia)

Zvezda
Service Module
(Russia)

Progress М-21М
Cargo Spacecraft
(Russia)

Pirs
Docking Compartment – DC-1
(Russia)

DESTINY LAB
(NASA)

Progress М-20М
Cargo Spacecraft
(Russia)
Soyuz TMA-11М
Manned Spacecraft
(Russia)

“Soyuz TMA-10M” Manned Spacecraft (Russia)

Rassvet
Mini Research Module
(MRM 1)
(Russia)

COLUMBUS
LAB (ESA)

Permanent Multipurpose
Module (PMM)
(NASA)

“Progress M-M” Cargo Spacecraft (Russia)
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Peculiarities of Modern Russian On-Orbit
Servicing Infrastructure

Usage of Low-Earth orbits.
A necessity in a rescue manned spacecraft to back-up the
mission because of the high risks to the crew.
A small amount of serviced objects (in fact, a single large
object).
An extremely high cost.
Low servicing operational efficiency, determined by the flight
cycles of the manned vehicles, measured in months and years.

4

Suggested Main Directions for the Study Group Research
Next-Generation Space System
Development Basing on
On-Orbit-Servicing Concept

 a capability of docking with the serviced satellite
 a guaranteed access to the satellite components
 block-modular satellite structure
 detachable and installable blocks and modules
 unified detachable blocks (modules)

Direction I
Making satellites and
satellite constellations
serviceable

Direction II
Creating servicing
satellites and
constellations for solving
the tasks of satellite onorbit servicing

 standardized hardware and connectors
 functional partitioning of the blocks (modules)
 maximal complexation of missions on-board a single satellite
 selection of the satellite’s period of use with regard to servicing
 satellites orbits and constellation optimization using the concept of
their on-orbit servicing
 development of servicing methods and servicing systems, including
the ones with the use of ISS, using experimental automatic satellites
 creation of the space complex for transferring satellites, upper stages
and their fragments to the disposal orbits
 creation of the space complexes:
On the 1st stage - complexes for refueling and replenishing
expendables
On subsequent stages:
• complexes for the replacement of separate modules, devices and
systems
• upgrade of the purpose-designed equipment for the solution of
new problems
• dismantling out-of-order satellites and utilizing their elements
• refueling upper-stages of the carrier rockets on the parking orbit so
that they could be used as boosters for the injection of satellites into
geostationary orbits and transfers to the Earth escape trajectories
 servicing satellites orbits and constellation optimization
5

Two Approaches to Orbit Selection and Constellation Design for Servicing and
Serviced Satellite Formations
Problems to solve for making on-orbit
servicing economically efficient

Solutions

1. Equipment for maintenance in space is in most
cases rather costly

1. Implementing reusable equipment for servicing
several satellites in succession, instead of a single
satellite at a time

2. Orbital plane changing maneuver is known to be
the most energy-demanding, hence, servicing
maneuvers may be costly with regard to required
delta-V (fuel) budget on-board the servicing satellite

2. “Clustering” of the orbits and constellations of
serviced satellites, with a special selection of
servicing satellites assigned to each cluster

Hence, two basic approaches to the selection of orbits and constellations of serviced and servicing
satellites are considered:

1) optimization of serviced satellites orbits and constellations basing on their “rigid
clustering” with the distribution of servicing satellites in each cluster;
2) optimization of the servicing satellites orbits and constellation with regard to the
criterion of the minimal cost (minimal required delta-V budget on-board a servicing
satellite) of servicing operations for the “unclustered” (low “clustered”) given formation
of satellites , which is difficult for “rigid clustering”.
Note: “Сluster” means a group of satellites, situated on the same orbit or on close orbits.
“Clustering” – the process of distributing the serviced satellites in separate groups (“Clusters”).
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A Regional Structure of the Russian Satellite Formation

MEO region
Н ≈ 20000 km
i ≈ 63 65 
Ω ≈ 0 360

Sun-synchronous orbits
region
Н ≈ 400800 km
i ≈ 98 100
Ω ≈ 0 360

LEO region
Н ≈ 200600 km
i ≈ 51  90
Ω ≈ 0 360

Region of escape orbits
and orbits for the transfer
to geostationary orbit
Ноп ≈ 300 km
i ≈ 51
Ω ≈ 0 360

Highly elliptical
orbits
region
Нп ≈ 500 km
На ≈ 40000 km
i ≈ 65
Ω ≈ 0 360

Geostationary orbits
region
Н ≈ 36000 km
i ≈ 01
Ω ≈ 0 360
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Eleven Clusters of the Perspective Russian Satellite Orbital Formation
Telecommunication Geostationary
Satellites Cluster

Clusters of Navigation Satellites
on MEO

L2
CL2

CL1

Clusters of
Sun-Synchronous
Surveillance Satellites

Cluster of Satellites
for Fundamental Research
in L2 Libration Point

Servicing Stations
on LEO

Clusters of
Surveillance Satellites
On Posigrade Low Orbits

CL11
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Thank you for your attention!
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Proposal for Forming an IAA Study Group
Title of Study:
HUMAN SPACE TECHNOLOGY PILOT PROJECTS WITH DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES

Proposer(s):
G.Reibaldi, IAA

Primary IAA Commission Preference:
Commission 3
Secondary IAA Commission Interests:
Commission 2, Commission 5
Members of Study Team
Chair(s):
Giuseppe Reibaldi (Italy) and Fengyuan Zhuang (China)
Secretary:
TBD
Other Members:
Rupert Gerzer (Germany), Mhd Fairos Asillam (Malaysia), Suk Ho Chung (Saudi
Arabia), Imran Amin (Pakistan), Sawat Tantiphanwadi (Thailand), Choi Inho
(S.Korea), UNOOSA representative TBD, Yongding Liu (China), Yulin Deng
(China), Hong Liu (China)

Short Description of Scope of Study
At the UN/China Workshop on Human Space Technology held in China, by
September 2013, organized by UN Human Space Technology Initiative, CMSA and
IAA, more than 31 different countries and regions around the world gathered. The
participants defined several recommendations on how to foster the involvement of
developing countries in Human Space Technology and this Study Group is fulfilling
one of this recommendations.
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Overall Goal:
Define pilot projects, with developing countries, exploiting synergies between
Human Space Technologies and Sustainable Development activities. These
projects will make use of existing ground and space facilities, in the developed
Countries, with the aim to boost scientific and economic growth in developing
countries while getting them involved in Human Space Technologies. The projects
could aim also to public education by promoting outreach in the young generation.
The Study Group will have close interaction with the Human Space Technology
Initiative of the United Nations Office for Outer Space in order to insure
complementarity of the proposed activities
Intermediate Goals:
Survey Human Space Technologies that could support sustainable
development activities in Developing countries. As a first step, the survey will
review, amongst others, Life Science Technologies that can be implemented by
Space Life Support Systems and that can be exploited also by Developing
countries

Methodology:
The activities will be conducted mainly by e-mail, Skype and teleconferences,
however a workshop to discuss the preliminary findings of the Study Group will be
organized on the occasion of the UNOOSA Human Space Technology Initiative
Workshop in Costa Rica by 2015

Time Line:
- Approval of the SG: April 2014; Preliminary Report by mid 2015 on the occasion
of the UN HSTI Workshop in Costa Rica; Final Report by 2016

Final Product:
Study Group Final Report with defined pilot projects demonstrations to be
implemented in the 2018/2020 time frame
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Target Community:
Developed and Developing Space Agencies, Research Centers, UN HSTI

Support Needed:
Set-up Study Group Web Page, organize regular teleconference, organize the
workshop, to discuss the preliminary findings in conjunction with the UN HSTI
meeting in Costa Rica

Potential Sponsors:
UN HSTI, Space Agencies that are offering to use the existing ground and space
facilities

To be returned to the IAA Secretary General Paris

Date:
Name:
(No Signature required if document authenticated).

by fax: 33 1 47 23 82 16 or
by email: sgeneral@iaamail.org
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Final Phase
Peer Review by Commission Completed:

Recommended by the Commission:

Final Report Received:

SAC Approved:

BOT Accepted:

Publisher Selected:

Study Published:
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Elevators
• New Conferences
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Commission Proceedings
• Restricted and Opening Commission meetings
held today
• Leadership discussed regularly the status of the
actions to insure completion
• One Member (C.Bruno) deleted, one proposal
(Prof.Genta) discussed.
Report to SAC
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Status of On-going Studies (1/2)
•
•

•

SG 3.10 “Technologies for Interstellar Precursor Missions”
-> Published by IAA in June 2013
SG 3.13 “Assessment of the Technology Feasibility and Challenges of the Space
Elevator Concept”
-> VC Study Review, June 2013
-> SAC/BoT Approval, Sep. 2013
-> Publication Nov./Dec. 2013
SG 3.9 “Private Human Access, Vol I: Sub-Orbital”
--> Draft completed , July 2013,
--> Commission review completed, August 2013
--> VC Study Review, September 2013
--> SAC/BoT Approval, October 2013
--> Final Report, Sep. 2013
Approved in commission III meeting today

Report to SAC
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Status of On-going Studies (2/2)
•
•
•
•
•

SG3.14 “Private Human Access to Space – Vol. 2: Orbital”
SG3.15 “Long Term Space Propellant Depot”
SG3.16 “Global Human Mars Reference Mission and Technologies”
SG3.17 “Space Mineral Resources – Challenges and Opportunities”
SG3.18 “Possible International Protocol to handle Crisis/Emergency
of Astronauts in Low Earth Orbit”
• SG3.19 “Feasibility study of Standardized Career Dose Limits in LEO
and outlook for BLEO”
• SG3.20 “Expanding Options for Implementing Planetary Protection
during Human Space Exploration”
• SG 3.21 “Space Disposal of Radioactive Waste”
-> Fisrt draft Reports delivered by 25 October 2013
-> Published by IAA for the Summit in January 2014
-> Final Drafts published in 2015
Preliminary reports of all the SGs have been finished and reported to
the Head of Agency Summit Report
in Washington
D.C.
to SAC
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New Study Group Proposals
• Mr.Reibaldi suggests a new study group
proposal: “HUMAN SPACE TECHNOLOGY PILOT
PROJECTS WITH DEVELOPING COUNTRIES”.
• Mr.Razoumny suggests a new study group
proposal: “Next-Generation Space System
Development Basing on On-Orbit-Servicing
Concept”.
• Approved in Commission meeting today.

Report to SAC
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IAA Permanent Committee on
Space Elevators
• Co-Chairs:
Peter Swan, Ph.D.
David Raitt, Ph.D.
Cathy Swan, Ph.D.
• Secretary:
Akira Tsuchida
• Approved by Commission III.

New Conferences
• Space Solar Power 2014 Conference in Japan,
this April.
• New conference in 2015 after the space
exploration conference in Turin in 2013.

